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ABSTRACT 

College student newspapers serve their campus communities by providing 

information and a forum for discussion. They also provide a valuable learning experience 

and training ground for students. However, the existence of college newspapers can be 

problematic to the institution itself. Numerous lawsuits have arisen as a result of the student 

newspaper and the role of the student editor in relation to the administration of public 

institutions. First Amendment and related press issues including censorship, distribution, 

editorial/commercial advertising, and unprotected speech have all been areas of legal activity 

on the public college campus. 

United States state and federal courts have consistently held that the Constitution 

applies to all persons, including students, and that students have a cause for action under the 

Fourteenth Amendment when such rights have been violated through state actions. This 

view of protected freedoms of all Americans, including those of students on college 

campuses, has been reinforced in many cases and has become the foundation for extending 

constitutional guarantees to members of the college student press. 

This is a study of significant state and federal United States Court cases that have 

impacted the student press at public universities from 1967 to 1993. The general purpose is 

to add to the existing knowledge about these court cases by analyzing and synthesizing the 

data into an accurate account of the legal issues involved and their impact on the college 

student press. The specific purpose is to provide information useful for administrative policy 

development and specfic operational guidelines related to the student press at public 

universities. 

By reviewing cases determined at the appellate or United States Supreme Court level 

during this period, the researcher has provided a body of information including summaries of 

significant cases, trends over the period, and guidelines for determining the rights and 
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restrictions of both the student newspaper and the public institution. To facilitate use of the 

study, the researcher has delineated court cases by issues and in chronological order so that 

the reader might best utilize the findings for the most cunrent rulings on pertinent issues 

affecting institutions of higher education and the college student press. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Mark Goodman (personal communication, September 8, 1992), 

attorney and Director of the Student Press Law Center, Washington, D.C., there is a need 

for a practical review of significant United States court cases affecting the student press in 

public universities during the past twenty-five years. Although there have been various 

publications noting specific cases and issues, none has been presented in an historical 

manner so that the reader might find the most current court decisions by issue. Mr. 

Goodman proposes that there are some sixty state and federal court cases involving the 

college student press and a variety of issues to be studied. 

Unlike the private commercial press, the college student press at pubic institutions is 

not governed by a person in the position of publisher. Although debate continues, the 

publisher of the college newspaper, according to the courts in such cases as Dickey v. 

Alabama State Board of Education (1967), Antonelli v. Hammond (1970), Trujillo v. Love 

(1971), Joyner v. Whiting (1973), Bazaar v. Fortune (1974), Schiff v. Williams (1975),is the 

student editor. That student is solely responsible for the content of the publication. Anyone 

trying to inhibit that role through censorship, prior restraint or post-publication punishment is 

violating the editor's First Amendment rights. 

Most public college student newspapers are organized apart from the academic area 

of the institution usually in student affairs or student activities divisions. A few campus 

newspapers are completely independent from the institution. Some, primarily at smaller 

schools, are laboratory newspapers. According to the courts in such cases as Trujillo v. Love 

(1971) and Lueth v. St. Clair Community College (1990), the organization is not important. 

The authority of the student editor remains the same with First Amendment rights protected. 

Student editors are chosen by a variety of methods, including election by the student 

body or selection by a publications board or committee. And most public college student 
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newspapers receive some funding or subsidy from the institution. Regardless of the selection 

process of student editors or the funding arrangements, the courts, as in Avins v. Rutgers 

(1968), Bazaar v. Fortune (1974), Arrington v. Taylor, (1976), and Mississippi Gay Alliance 

V. Goudelock (1977), have found the student newspaper to have First Amendment rights. 

Censorship by the administration or faculty is forbidden. 

Because many administrators are unfamiliar with the legal rights of student editors, 

numerous lawsuits have resulted on the public college campus regarding the actions of the 

student newspaper. As Goodman (1992) indicated, over sixty cases have been reviewed 

since 1967 with countless other situations never reaching the courts. 

College student newspapers serve their campus communities by providing a forum 

for discussion and information to students, faculty, and staff. In addition, they offer an 

opportunity for students to develop skills in journalism that is invaluable for students seeking 

full-time work in communications fields. As indicated, the existence of college newspapers 

can be problematic to the institution itself. First Amendment issues such as censorship, prior 

restraint, funding, obscenity, commercial/editorial advertising, student activity fee usage, 

access to the campus and time, place and manner regulations have been areas of legal 

activity on the public college campus. 

Statement of the Problem 

According to the Editor & Publisher International Yearbook 1991, there are 1,021 

university newspapers in the United States with a weekly circulation of approximately 

12,733,000. Because of the large size of the college student press and the expansive 

circulation of student newspapers across the United States of America, there is a broad 

constituency affected by legal issues impacting on students, faculty and administrators in 

American higher education. 



Robert Trager and Donna L. Dickerson (1979) wrote that courts have consistently 

held that the Constitution applies to all persons, including students, and that students have a 

cause for action under the Fourteenth Amendment when such rights have been violated 

through state actions. This view of protected fireedoms of all Americans, including those of 

students on college campuses, has been reinforced in numerous cases including Arrington v. 

Taylor (1976), Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock (1977), Kania v. Fordham (1983), 

Sinn V. Daily Nebraskan (1987) and has become the foundation for extending constitutional 

guarantees to members of the college student press. 

College and university administrators are finding themselves more involved with 

policies regarding college student newspapers and the rights and restrictions of each as 

evidenced by Barr (1990). Utigation is often the end result when policies are not adequate 

to protect both the student newspaper and the administration of the institution. (Nichols, 

1976). The many court cases addressed by Ingelhart (1979), indicate that persons directly 

involved with college student newspapers-publications directors, faculty advisers, and 

student editors-are uncertain about the rights and responsibilities of the college student 

press. Members of these groups-university administrators, publications directors, faculty 

advisers, and student editors-need guidelines to instruct them in daily operations of the 

student newspaper to avoid future litigation. 

Public college and university officials-both faculty and administrators-need to 

understand the vast implications of any regulations on the student press that conflict with 

First Amendment rights. (Avery and Simpson, 1987) Policies should be designed to prevent 

constitutional challenges and to protect the rights of both students and institutions. The 

delineation of the rights and responsibilities of the student press will serve to guide college 

administrators, publications directors, faculty advisers and student editors as they serve their 

campus communities through student publications. 



General Description and Purpose 

This is a study of the factors involved and the conclusions reached in state and 

federal United Sates Court cases that have had an impact on the student press at public 

universities from 1967 to 1993. The general purpose is to add to the existing knowledge 

about these court cases by analyzing and synthesizing the data into an accurate account of 

the legal issues involved and their impact on the college student press. The specific purpose 

is to provide information and factors gleaned from court cases that is useful in the 

development of policy guidelines that will limit legal involvement. 

By reviewing both state and federal court cases firom 1967 to 1993, the researcher 

has provided information regarding court cases that may be used by university 

administrators, publication directors and faculty advisers, as well as student editors in 

determining the rights and restrictions of both the student newspaper and the public 

institution to avoid legal involvement. To facilitate use of the study, the researcher has 

delineated significant court cases by issues and in chronological order so that the reader 

might best utilize the findings for the most current rulings on pertinent issues affecting 

institutions of higher education and the college student press. Summaries of the twenty-one 

cases studied have been provided along with guidelines for policy development. 

Contribution of the Study 

Because of the complexity of the issue of First Amendment rights involving the 

student press, college and university administrators must become familiar with legal 

outcomes of previous court cases. By doing so, they will be more knowledgeable regarding 

the rights and restrictions of the college student editor and the college student press in public 

institutions. The guidelines resulting from this research will provide useful information as 

institutions face situations requiring a basic knowledge of college student press case law. 



The largest national organization for university and college media personnel in the 

United States, College Media Advisers, has indicated an interest in the results of the study for 

distribution to their more than 600 members. Interest in a monograph has been indicated by 

the College Media Advisers Board as well as for seminar presentations by the researcher. 

Student Affairs publications and journals will provide another source of publication for the 

researcher. 

Research Questions 

1. What were the significant United States court cases affecting the student press in 

public universities from 1967 to 1993? 

2. What issues have been the basis for litigation in the United States state and 

federal courts regarding the student press in public universities from 1967 to 1993? 

3. What trends in court cases or issues of concern, if any, are evident as a result of 

the study of significant court cases and issues involving the student press in public 

universities firom 1967 to 1993? 

4. What recommendations and guidelines can be made that will assist university 

administrators, publications directors, faculty advisers and student editors regarding the rights 

and restrictions of the college student press in America today? 

Umitations 

Freedom of Speech and Expression 

The First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States reads: "Congress shall 

make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 

or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 

assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances." It is this amendment 

along with the Fourteenth Amendment which has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to 

provide that "no person shall be deprived of federally guaranteed rights by a state official 
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acting under the color of state law," that form the basis for protection of individuals regarding 

the fireedom of speech and expression. There is a strong relationship between the fireedom 

of speech and that of the press and the two are intermingled in many of the cases included 

in this study. 

High School Student Press 

Although there have been numerous court cases involving the high school student 

press in both state and federal courts, those will not be analyzed in this study. Trager and 

Dickerson (1979, p. 4), report that "the relative age and maturity of students is also a 

significant factor in extending the Constitution to the college campus." 

In Antonelli v. Hammond, the court wrote, "The university setting of college-aged 

students being exposed to a wide range of intellectual experiences creates a relatively mature 

marketplace of the interchange of ideas." 

Private Institutions 

College student press litigation is based primarily on the First Amendment's 

guarantee of freedom of speech and expression to all citizens. In addition the Fourteenth 

Amendment as interpreted by the Supreme Court clearly provides all American citizens are 

protected of abridgement of those same rights by state officials. According to Trager and 

Dickerson (1979, p. 11), "the line of reasoning which applies the state action doctrine to 

public schools does not apply to private institutions, since courts have found 'state action' to 

be involved in such cases. A private school is not acting in the state's stead, as is a publicly 

funded college, and therefore by definition cannot violate the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments' proscriptions against abridging fireedom of expression." Legal issues and court 

decisions in this study will be limited to public institutions rather than private institution of 

higher education in the United States. 



The United States Court System 

For the purpose of this study, the United States court system of state and federal 

courts will be researched. State courts for the most part do not handle cases involving 

student press censorship since federal courts are empowered to hear claims of federal 

constitutional violations. However, cases in other areas of the law involving the college 

student press have been heard in state courts and such citations will be noted. 

In the federal court system, a case is first heard at the trial-level or District Court. 

There are 94 judicial districts in the United States, at least one in each state. These courts 

are based on area populations with no district overlapping two states {Title 28 U.S.CA. Sea 

133 Supplement, 1992). 

Appeals from the District Court go to the next level or Court of ^peals of which 

there are thirteen, each having a jurisdiction over a certain geographical area. Decisions 

made by these Circuit Courts become mandatory precedents for all District Courts in that 

circuit. Decisions from these Courts of Appeal are not mandatory for those courts outside 

the region including other Circuit Courts of Appeals or state courts. However, courts outside 

the region may, and frequently do, refer to decisions made in other circuits. This is the 

concept of precedent {Law of the Student Press, 1985). 

All courts in the United States must abide by precedents set by the Supreme Court, 

which serves as the ultimate appellate court. When a court must follow the decision of 

another, it is called "mandatory" precedent. If a court refuses to follow precedent, its 

decision may be reversed by a higher court. 

It should be noted that decisions that are not mandatory precedents for a court in an 

unaffected area may still be persuasive precedents. It is not unusual for one of the Circuit 

Courts to follow a persuasive precedent set by a Circuit Court in another geographical region 

of the country thus adding to the significance of that particular decision. Once a court 

accepts the precedent set by another court, such a decision would subsequently become 



normally mandatory precedent for future decisions made by that district court, since each 

court follows its own prior rulings. When this occurs, the court has adopted the precedent. 

A court does have the right, although rarely used, to reverse its own precedent. 

Usually such precedent is distinguished, meaning that the court decides the facts in the 

present case are sufficiently different from the facts in the previous case to allow the court to 

reach another decision {Law of the Student Press, 1985). 

Trager and Dickerson (1979, p. viii) conclude that "while most cases involving 

college publications have been decided at levels below the Supreme Court of the United 

States, they may be mandatory precedents for some courts and persuasive precedents for all 

others." 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms have restricted meaning and are thus defined for this study: 

1. Access refers to the right of publication in student publications. 

2. Actual malice refers to material that is published with a knowledge that it was false 

or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not. 

3. Advocating illegal conduct refers to printed material that would advocate, 

encourage or glorify illegal activity. 

4. Appropriation refers to the unauthorized use of a person's name, photograph, 

likeness or endorsement to promote the sale of a commercial product. 

5. Censorship refers to the practice by government of preventing the publication of 

objectionable materials. 

6. College student press refers to college or university student newspapers which are 

under the responsibility of or associated with a college or university. 

7. Commercial speech refers to any type of advertising which has as its purpose the 

promotion of goods or services for sale. 
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8. False light refers to the act of publishing material which creates a false image of an 

individual, i.e., making the person appear to be something the individual is not. 

9. Fighting words refers to words which by their very utterance inflict injury on an 

individual or group and are constitutionally unprotected. 

10. First Amendment of the Constitution states that "Congress shall make no law . . . 

abridging the freedom of speech, or the press . . ." 

Ii . Forum theory, also known as the public forum theory, refers to the legal theory 

that a student newspaper is a public forum because it is a publicly owned medium for the 

expression of student viewpoints on a variety of subjects. 

12. Invasion of privacy refers to the right not to have one's private life exposed to 

the harsh light of public scrutiny, or, simply the "right to be left alone." 

13. Intrusion refers to the unreasonable intrusion, usually physical, upon the solitude 

or seclusion of another. 

14. Libel refers to any printed communication-words or pictures-which tends to 

expose one to public hatred, shame, contempt or disgrace or damage's one's reputation in 

the community or injures the person's livelihood. 

15. Obscenity refers to hard core pornography or the explicit and graphic description 

of sexual activity which arouses sexual feelings. 

16. Prior restraint refers to the most effective and repugnant form of press censorship 

that suppresses ideas before publication, insuring such ideas cannot spread. 

17. Privacy refers to the right to be let alone or the right of a person to be firee from 

unwarranted publicity. 

18. Public figure refers to all public officials, all public figures and any person 

involved in a matter of public or general concern. 

19. Significant court cases refers to court cases determined at the following levels: 

United States Supreme Court, Federal appeals courts or state supreme courts. Those cases 



upheld by the Supreme Court after having first been tried in state supreme court are of 

particular interest. 

20. Slander refers to the utterance of defamatory statements injurious to the 

reputation or well-being of a person. 

21. State action refers to the doctrine that the employees of the university, such as 

administrators, staff, or faculty, are agents of the state; when participating in an action 

involving censorship, they are for all times and purp)oses the state. 

22. Student newspapers refers to student newspapers which are recognized by the 

public university at which they operate. 

23. Substantial disruption refers to expression that would interfere with the operation 

of the school or disrupt school activities. 

24. Unprotected speech refers to nine broad categories of unprotected speech 

determined by the courts to include obscenity, defamation (libel and slander), incitement to 

imminent lawless activity, fighting words, invasion of privacy, advertisements for illegal 

products or services, copyright violations, certain matters involving national security and 

expression which causes a material and substantial disruption of school activities. 

Review of Related Uterature 

In an effort to research thoroughly the areas relating to the topic of significant court 

cases impacting on the college student press, the researcher used the following sources: 

ERIC dissertation abstracts; Lexis and Westlaw computerized legal data bases; Higher 

Education Abstracts; law review articles; briefs of selected court cases horn The College 

Student And The Courts; articles firom Media Law Reporter and Guide to American Law; 

professional publications; related journals; and books. 

Only three related dissertations were identified. Those dissertations included the 

following: Federal Constitutional Protection of Freedom of the High School and College 

Press, John Eliot Nichols, 1976; Toward A Theory of the First Amendment for the College 
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Press, John David Reed, 1985; and An Analysis of the Prevailing Law on Freedom of the 

College Student Press, Sandra Bonilla Durham, 1988. All provided valuable background 

information regarding First Amendment rights of the college student press and references to 

significant court cases. 

Law review articles and comments proved to be another excellent sources of 

information regarding the research topic. A range of articles discussing various issues and 

cases involving the college student press were located in the following law review 

publications: Akron Law Review, American University Law Review, Brooklyn Law Review, 

Creighton Law Review, Cumberland Law Review, De Paul Law Review, Detroit College 

Law Review, Drake Law Review, Fordham Law Review, Golden Gate University Law 

Review, Hamline Law Review, John Marshall Law Review, Missouri Law Review, North 

Carolina Law Review, Northern Kentucky Law Review, Oklahoma Law Review, Santa 

Clara Law Review, Southern California Law Review, South Texas Law Review, Suffolk 

University Law Review, Texas Law Review, University of California Davis Law Review, 

Vanderbilt Law Review, West Virginia Law Review, Yale Law Review. 

According to Mark Goodman (1992), Director, Student Press Law Center, and 

members of the legal committee of College Media Advisers, there are approximately sixty 

court cases relating to the college or high school press that have had some impact on the 

college student press in America. Many of those cases have ended at the trial court level. 

The researcher has categorized selected court cases related to the study by college press, 

high school press and the commercial press. Although neither the high school cases nor the 

commercial cases are presented in the research, both of these sources were used in the 

research process for aspects relating to the college student press at public universities. The 

Appendix contains the complete listing of the United States court cases referenced in the 

examination of legal literature. 

Professional publications and journals provided yet another source for information on 

the topic under consideration. Current readings have been obtained firom the following: 
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College and University Business, College Media Review, College Press Review, Collegiate 

Journalist, Community Review, Educational Record, Journalism Quarterly, Journal of 

College and University Law, Journal of College Student Personnel, Journal of Law and 

Education, Journal of the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors, Los 

Angeles Daily Journal, Loyola University of Chicago Law Journal, NASPA (National 

Association of Student Personnel Administrators) Journal, New Directions for Student 

Services, St. John's Journal of Legal Commentary, Student Press Law Center Report, 

University of Chicago Law Journal, University of Arkansas at Little Rock Law Journal, and 

the Washington University Law Quarterly,. 

One article of particular value to the project was "The Constitution and Student 

Publications: A Comprehensive Approach," Journal of Law and Education, 1987, written by 

Kay Beth Avery and Robert J. Simpson. The authors provided background information 

regarding both the high school and college press First Amendment rights as well as relevant 

legal issues. The authors stressed the need for the adoption of a clear institutional policy 

regarding First Amendment rights of the student press. Selected issues discussed in this 

article provided information useful in analyzing the trends of legal decisions related to college 

student press law in recent years. Of particular interest were the topics of prior restraint, 

censorship, unprotected speech, substantial disruption, obscenity, objectionable speech, 

editorial/commercial advertisements and time, place and manner regulations. 

Authorities in the field of student publications have contributed to the body of 

knowledge through a variety of books. One of the most respected author is Dr. Louis E. 

Ingelhart, Professor Emeritus of Journalism at Ball State University. Dr. Ingelhart provided a 

review of issues and court cases in his 1985 effort entitled Freedom for the College Student 

Press. In this book. Dr. Ingelhart asserts that the guarantees of firee speech and fi-ee press 

without fear of repression extend to college students. In addition to warning the college 

journalist of legal problems that might be encountered on the public campus, he emphasized 
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the clear First Amendment protection that student editors enjoy. This book provided an 

excellent source of information on a variety of issues supported by legal data and research. 

Although somewhat dated, the 1973 book written by George E. Stevens and John 

B. Webster entitled Law and the Student Press, provided useful discussion on such issues 

relating to the college student press as censorship, libel, obscenity, contempt, advertising, 

copyright, access, separate publishing groups, off-campus distribution and other selected 

problems. Also included in the book is a joint statement on the rights and freedoms of 

students, student publications, as set by representatives of the American Association of 

University Professors, U.S. National Student Association, Association of American Colleges, 

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, and National Association of 

Women Deans and Counselors in 1968. 

Robert Trager and Donna L. Dickerson, authors of College Student Press Law, 

provided another source of information regarding college press rights and issues. Published 

originally in 1976 by the National Council of College Publications Advisers, this book 

addresses "Administrators as Censors" as well as "A Publication's Responsibilities." Although 

the most recent edition was printed in 1979, historical aspects of case law presented in the 

book offered assistance to the chronological aspects of the research topic. 

The Student Press Law Center, Washington D.C. serves as a primary legal resource 

to publications directors, faculty advisers and student editors across the United States in 

researching student press law. Their most recent publication Law of the Student Press, 

1985, served as a useful resource by providing information regarding such student press 

issues as First Amendment protection, the forum theory, unprotected speech, substantial 

disruption, unprotected speech, prior review and publications guidelines. This book also 

includes a questions and answers section along with suggestions for conflict resolution. Of 

particular value to the researcher was the section regarding correct readings of American 

legal citations. 
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Methodology 

The researcher conducted an analysis of case law and legal literature to provide an 

historical review of those significant court cases impacting the college student press from 

1967 to 1993. Although legal research was a large part of this study, historical analysis and 

research regarding the specific issues was conducted as well. The researcher examined 

materials gathered through techniques of description, comparison, and analysis. 

The primary sources of information included those rulings from both lower federal 

and state courts which address the college student press. Those Supreme Court decisions 

relating in general to the First Amendment guarantees and the press clause specifically were 

studied. Secondary sources included legal, educational, professional and journalistic journals 

and reports to provide additional perspective in the interpretation of court decisions. 

The West Publishing Company National Reporter System, specifically the Key 

System, was used for primary legal research. The West Publishing Company National 

Reporter System consists of continuing publications produced by this company, located at 50 

W. Kellogg Boulevard, P.O. Box 3526, St. Paul, MN. 55165. 

Related United States court cases at the state and federal level firom 1967 to 1993 

were reviewed by the researcher and cases having a significant impact on the college student 

press at public institutions were analyzed. A case was considered "significant" if it went 

beyond the trial level, i.e., to an appeal court or higher in the judicial system. United States 

Supreme Court decisions were of particular interest. In addition, those cases that were 

found to be frequently cited or referenced throughout the existing literature were reviewed 

and included. Finally, twelve cases cited as "Twelve of the most important of the sixty state 

and federal court decisions rendered over the last two decades" by the College Media 

Advisers Law Committee in the First Amendment Handbook (1992, p. 8) were also 

featured. All of these twenty-one cases were then presented in chronological order by First 

Amendment issue as well as in Chapter VII, p. 64, featuring summaries of each. 
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Cases determined in state supreme courts or federal courts received primary analysis 

while cases in lower courts that have had a major impact on the college press in public 

institutions were included when appropriate. The following is a chronological listing of cases 

studied by decade: 

l%Os: Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education (1968); Avins v. Rutgers 

(1968). 

1970s: Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University (1970); 

Antonelli v. Hammond (1970); Lee v. Board of Regents of State Colleges (1971); Trujillo v. 

Love (1971); Joyner v. Whiting (1973); Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of 

Missouri (1973); Bazaar v. Fortune (1974); New Times v. Arizona Board of Trustees (1974); 

Veed V. Schwartzkopf (1974); Thonen v. Jenkins (1975); Schiff v. Williams (1975); 

Arrington v. Taylor (1975); Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock (1977). 

1980s: Kania v. Fordham (1983); Stanley v. Magrath (1983); Milliner v. Turner 

(1983); Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987). 

1990s: Lueth v. St. Clair Community College (1990); and Hays County Guardian 

V. Supple (1992). 

A jury of experts was selected to review those court cases determined through 

research to be significant court cases which have had an impact on the college student press 

in America and as defined by the definition regarding level of court proceeding. Cases with 

major impact were also validated for inclusion. The jury of four practicing attorneys included 

Mark Goodman, Director, Student Press Law Center, Washington, D.C; Bruce Kramer, 

Texas Tech University School of Law; Owen McWhorter, Jr., McWhorter, Cobb & Johnson, 

Lubbock, Texas; and James A. Tidwell, Esquire, Eastern Illinois University. Margaret J. Banr, 

Vice President, Student Affairs at Northwestern University, also participated as a juror. This 

jury of experts was selected because of their experience and knowledge of United States law, 

particularly press law. 
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A questionnaire was mailed to each of the jurors for completion. Participants were 

asked to (1) review cases for level of decision; (2) review cases for particular impact, as they 

knew it, on the public college press; (3) add any cases not included; (4) provide comments 

regarding the study with suggestions for improvement. 

As the chronological review of cases progressed, the researcher updated existing 

information regarding case law with an emphasis on the most recent United States court 

decisions. Since the most recent research in the field was conducted in 1988 by Sandra 

Bonilla Durham, the researcher attempted to provide a more thorough analysis of new 

college press case law for public institutions occurring during the period between 1988 to 

1993. Only two cases have reached a high court level in that period: Lueth v. St. Clair 

County Community College (1990) and Hays County Guardian v. Supple (1992). Both 

cases have been studied and included for consideration. 

By focusing on the past, the researcher outlined events having already taken place 

by noting their impact on today's college student press at public institutions. This historical 

research has provided the opportunity for interested persons to learn from past failures and 

successes. Authenticity of sources was confirmed through the elaboration of legal actions 

and decisions. 

Summary 

The student press plays a major role in activities on most college campuses in the 

United States. As a training ground for young journalists and as a forum for expression, the 

college student newspaper is a force with which university administrators must reckon. 

"Almost every decision that a student affairs administrator must make has legal implications. 

Thus, student affairs professionals must understand the influence of the law on their work" 

(Ban-, 1990, p. 80). 

As indicated by Barr, Vice President for Student Affairs at Northwestern University, 

public university administrators are finding themselves embroiled in legal situations regarding 
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the student newspaper on their campuses. In her article. Ban- directly addresses the First 

Amendment rights of students and cites several cases involving institutions of higher learning 

and the student press. She concludes that "Public colleges and universities have been found 

to be fully subject to the federal Constitution's guarantee of fireedom of the press, whereas 

private institutions have not" (p. 89). 

The inclusion of legal issues impacting the student press by Barr (1990) emphasized 

the need for greater knowledge of previous court cases by university and college 

administrators, publication directors, faculty advisers and student editors. 

Although research has been done regarding the First Amendment rights of the 

college student press, no research has specifically recorded and reviewed those significant 

court cases at a higher court level that have impacted on the college student press at public 

institutions of higher education from 1967 to 1993. According to the literature, no historical 

review is available addressing such First Amendment issues as censorship, prior restraint, 

obscenity, commercial/editorial advertising, student activity fee funding, access to campus 

and time, place, and manner regulations in the past twenty-five years. 

Such a study needed to be conducted to provide assistance to university 

administrators, publications directors, faculty advisers and student editors at public 

universities who would benefit firom knowledge of case law in daily activities regarding the 

college student press. Such a study will also benefit public institutions of higher education 

interested in establishing effective legal guidelines and policies regarding the student 

newspaper. 
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CHAPTER n 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND CENSORSHIP, 

PRIOR RESTRAINT, FUNDING WITHDRAWAL 

The First Amendment holds a place of great importance in the American judicial 

system and is generally considered to have preferred status within the context of American 

constitutional law. As such, the First Amendment is the most highly venerated constitutional 

limitation upon the exercise of governmental power in this country. 

First Amendment Theories 

There are many theories that attempt to explain the importance of protecting the 

First Amendment of the United States Constitution which states that "Congress shall make 

no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the firee exercise thereof; or 

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 

assemble and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." 

Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in Whitney v. California, 1927, 

wrote that the First Amendment is the "protector of truth" which can evolve only firom "firee, 

robust, uninhibited communication in the public marketplace of ideas" (p. 375). Perhaps 

the most widely supported of First Amendment theories. Holmes wrote that "only from an 

uncensored media can citizens be exposed to the differing and competing viewpoints 

necessary for their meaningful participation in the democratic process" {Law of the Student 

Press, 1985, p. 3). 

Holmes concluded "The fundamental truth of the First Amendment is that all ideas 

and voices, no matter how objectionable they may be to the general populace, have the 

right to be heard" {Whitney v.Califomia, 1927, p. 377). 
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At one time British governmental control and censorship flourished in the American 

colonies. Powerful British authorities stifled the voices of dissent of the colonists. 

Consequently, early leaders in the United States of America reacted to ruthless British 

censorship by including the First Amendment in the Constitution. 

According to the Law of the Student Press (1985), an essential concept in the field of 

constitutional law is the notion of state action. The First Amendment protects individuals 

only from action taken by the government or government officials and not from action taken 

by private persons. For example, it is a violation of the First Amendment for a police officer 

to confiscate a protester's sign on a public sidewalk, but it is not a violation of the First 

Amendment for some irate passer-by to seize the sign. In short, the First Amendment is a 

limitation on the power of the government to censor or punish expression. 

In recent years, judicial authorities have clarified that the government referenced in 

the First Amendment means not only the federal government, but also state, local and 

county governments, as well as public school boards and college boards of regents. A more 

limited interpretation was accepted prior to the 1868 ratification of the Fourteenth 

Amendment which extended the limitations upon the various states through a due process 

clause. 

Most agree that the First Amendment fireedoms are among the most fundamental 

personal rights and liberties protected by the Constitution. And although the First 

Amendment specifically states that Congress "shall make no law . . . abridging the fireedom of 

speech, or of the press, or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble ...", and 

although the Fourteenth Amendment due process clause likewise provides that no state shall 

deprive any person of liberty without due process of law. First Amendment fireedoms are not 

absolute. They are not without limitation (Ryskamp and Simon, 1975). 
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First Amendment on the College Campus 

While the underlying purpose of our constitutional system of government is to ensure 

the protection of our fundamental democratic ideals, these same democratic ideals impose 

both individual rights and responsibilities on the members of our society. The application of 

these principles can easily be seen within the context of the campus community in the areas 

of academic fireedom and with regard to various student activities. 

College administrators often deal with the First Amendment fireedoms of speech, 

press, and association on their campuses. The resolution of many of the resulting problems 

depends on the application of constitutional principles and the balancing of societal needs. 

Perhaps the most important question facing administrators at public institutions 

regarding the First Amendment and the student press is whether or not the same standard 

should be applied to campus as to community problems, in general. Three divergent views 

have emerged in recent years. The first view, the restrictive view, provides that greater 

limitations must be imposed on First Amendment rights to preserve a greater degree of 

discipline essential in an academic environment. The second view, the free exercise view, 

supports the preservation of a free flow of ideas basic for the maintenance of a proper 

academic environment. The third view rejects the idea that the campus is legally 

distinguishable from the general community and that no special standard should be 

maintained regarding constitutional rights of members of the campus community, (Ryskamp 

and Simon, 1975). 

Although no one particular view is universally accepted throughout the United 

States, the third view is most prevalent, particularly in rulings by federal and state courts. 

The Supreme Court of the United States recognizes that students are constitutionally 

protected within the First Amendment, and are therefore entitled to a reasonable degree of 

freedom as members of the academic community, and as members of the overall 

community. At the same time, however, the court is quick to remind us that the First 

Amendment is not an absolute and that in certain circumstances limitations can and must be 
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imposed. As a result, the public university administrator must be able to distinguish between 

that do not (Ryskamp and Simon, 1975). 

Since fireedom of the press is a fundamental right guaranteed by the First 

Amendment to the Constitution, it may not be abridged except for the most compelling of 

state justifications. Therefore, any type of censorship or prior restraints will be subject to the 

highest degree of judicial scrutiny in the campus community as well as in the general 

community. 

Unlike the publisher of a private newspaper who has a virtually unlimited right to 

censor the contents of the publication, the public college administrators's right of prior 

restraint is severely limited by the First Amendment. Because there is a strong constitutional 

presumption in favor of a student's freedom of press, the administrator-an agent of the 

state-must find reasonable probability of the following: substantial interference with school 

activity, strong showing of an intention to disrupt campus activity, material that is libelous or 

legally obscene. (Ryskamp and Simon, 1975) 

Restricting freedom of expression and imposing restraints not only violate the basic 

principles of academic and political freedom but also severely hamper the university's 

educational goals. The college student press should be allowed to play the same role in the 

closed society of the campus community as does its commercial counterpart in the 

community at large: to provide a forum for members of the campus community to voice 

their opinions about issues of interest and concern (Trager and Dickerson, 1979). 

In performing the role of providing a campus forum, the student press must avoid 

certain types of expression as stated by the highest court of the land. The protection of the 

First Amendment is not a license to write or say anything one pleases. In fact, the United 

States Supreme Court has stipulated areas of unprotected speech that can in fact be 

regulated by the government. 

According to Law of the Student Press (1985), the nine categories of unprotected 

speech, which the government can lawfully prohibit and regulate, include: obscenity, 
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defamation, incitement to commit a lawless action, fighting words, invasion of privacy, 

advertisements for illegal products or services, immediate threats to national security, 

copyright violations, and expression which causes a material and substantial disruption of 

school activities. 

Although courts in recent years have extended constitutional guarantees to student 

newspapers at public universities, this extension is not complete. Trager and Dickerson 

(1979) write that college newspapers still do not enjoy the full protection offered the public 

press because the courts are reluctant to enter the academic world. While court cases have 

severely limited the sanctions administrators may use to suppress student publications, there 

is still vague and indefinite language in many of the rulings. And regardless of the court 

rulings and the restrictions imposed, college administrators continue to apply subtle pressures 

on the student press and in turn violate the spirit of the law. 

Whether the First Amendment permits the government to impose a prior restraint on 

unprotected speech remains unclear. Even though the United States Supreme Court has 

never upheld directly a prior restraint of expression in an opinion, it has stated that such 

prior restraint might be permissible under special circumstances. Those special circumstances 

include procedural safeguards designed to insure that protected speech is not improperly 

suppressed or censored. {Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539 (1976) and 

Freedman v. Maryland, 389 U.S. 51 (1965). 

Freedom of the press and the rights and responsibilities of student newspapers and 

public institutions have been litigated many times under the First Amendment. According to 

Mark Goodman (1992), Director of the Student Press Law Center, of the "approximately 

sixty college press cases since 1967, 90-95% have dealt with censorship issues." 

Censorship has come in the form of prior restraint and withdrawal of funding as 

demonstrated in the court cases that follow. Administrators have sought regulation of 

college student newspapers through prior restraint, prior approval and post-publication 
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punishment of student editors. Press issues related to the First Amendment include 

obscenity, advertising, fee support and access to the campus. These categories of legal 

concern will be discussed and illustrated with significant court cases in Chapter III through 

Chapter VI. 

Court Cases 

Cases of particular significance to the college student press in this area follow. 

Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education, 273 F.Supp. 613 
(M.D. Ala. 1967). dismissed as moot sub.nom. Troy State 
University v. Dickey, 402 F.2d 515 (5th Cir. 1968) 

This case was the first instance of a court recognizing the First Amendment rights of 

college journalists. Gary Dickey, the editor of the student newspaper, the Tropolitan, at 

Troy State University, Troy, Alabama, was suspended for a year for willful and deliberate 

insubordination. Dickey wrote an editorial, entitled "A Lament for Dr. Rose," praising Frank 

Rose, the president of the University of Alabama for taking a stand in support of academic 

freedom for university students while being criticized by some state legislators. 

Both the faculty adviser and the Troy State president, Ralph Adams, refused to run 

the editorial relying on a rule the president had made against editorials critical of the 

governor of Alabama or of members of the legislature. The theory of the "Adams rule" was 

that the college was a public institution and the governor and legislators were the owners. 

Adams reasoned that the student newspaper could not criticize its owners, especially since 

they controlled the allocation of funds to Troy State. Except for this objection the editorial 

was considered in good taste (Brubacher, 1971). 

In place of the proposed editorial, the faculty adviser ordered Dickey to run an article 

entitled "Raising Dogs in North Carolina." Rather than follow the adviser's instructions, 

Dickey instead left the editorial column blank, except for the word "Censored" which ran 

diagonally across the column. He then mailed the editorial to a Montgomery newspaper. 
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Because of his insubordination, Dickey was suspended for a year and was told that 

he would not be readmitted for the 1967-1968 year at Troy State. When Dickey's case was 

heard, the court ruled that despite the institution's charges of insubordination, Dickey had 

been expelled for exercising his constitutional right of firee expression and that he must be 

readmitted (Durham, 1988). 

The federal court, in a strong opinion by Judge Johnson, ordered Dickey's 

reinstatement. Upon appeal, the case was declared moot because Dickey presented an 

affidavit saying he planned not to return to Troy State {Troy State v. Dickey, 1968). He 

completed his education at Auburn University instead. 

The United States District Court in Alabama ordered Dickey reinstated as a student, 

ruling that Troy State could not punish him for exercising his constitutional rights of free 

expression. The court said the rule against criticism of state officials was "unreasonable" and 

was not relevant to the "maintenance of order and discipline" on the campus. Although 

Dickey's suspension was purportedly for insubordinate conduct, it was in fact because he 

had exercised his constitutionally protected right of speech. The court ruled that any 

damage the student's reinstatement would cause to discipline at Troy State was outweighed 

by the damage that would result firom the imposition of intellectual restraints as had been 

attempted (Wright, 1969). 

In addition, the United States District Court in Dickey v. Alabama State Board of 

Education (1967) found that the institution's "no-criticism rule violates the basic principles of 

academic and political expression as guaranteed by our Constitution." The Dickey court 

wrote that "Regulations and rules which are necessary in maintaining order and discipline are 

always considered reasonable. In the case now before this Court, it is clear that the 

maintenance of order and discipline of the students attending Troy State College had 

nothing to do with the rule that was invoked against Dickey." 
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Although the court ruled that the expulsion of Gary Clinton Dickey was 

unconstitutional, the decision noted that Troy State had no legal obligation to permit Dickey 

to continue as editor of the newspaper. The court explained that the college had erred in 

firing the plaintiff as a student, rather than as an editor. 

Because this case was dismissed and the judgement vacated, Dickey does not 

establish legal precedent. However, for the first time the courts had formally extended to 

college newspapers at public institutions the requirement that expression must be disruptive 

before it can be censored. It also established that a rule prohibiting editorials critical of state 

officials was a violation of the First Amendment. 

Avins V. Rutgers, 385 F.2d 151 (3d Cir. 1967), 
cert den, 390 US. 920 (1968) 

Another case involving First Amendment rights of a student editor occurred at 

Rutgers State University in 1967 when the student editor of the Rutgers Law Review 

rejected a manuscript submitted by a faculty member. The manuscript was critical of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1875 and argued that the United States Supreme Court had erred in the 

famous desegregation case of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. Even though the 

law review editor rejected the manuscript on the grounds of scholarly deficiencies, the writer 

asserted that the article had been rejected solely because of its political conservatism. 

The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit ruled that, regardless of state funding, it is 

the student editor who has the authority at a state-supported institution to determine the 

content of a publication. According to Ingelhart (1985, p. 33), "One who claims that his 

constitutional right to fireedom of speech has been abridged must show that he has a right to 

use the particular medium through which he seeks to speak." 

The Avins court agreed with a lower court decision that "Freedom of speech is 

guaranteed by the Constitution, but the right to have others listen is not guaranteed, nor is 

anyone obligated to read articles that an author is able to publish." The court found it 
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unreasonable to expect that all material submitted to the editorial board of Rutgers Law 

Review be accepted for publication. 

Finally the Avins court stated that the plaintiffs contention that the student editors of 

the Rutgers Law Review had been "so indoctrinated in a liberal ideology by the faculty of 

the law school as to be unable to evaluate his article objectively is so ftivolous as to require 

no discussion." 

Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University, 
317 F.Supp. 688 (ND) Texas 1970) 

Although the following case did not reach the appellate court level, it is considered 

by college publications' authorities to be of significant importance to the body of case law of 

the student press in public institutions. Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech 

University is frequently cited in other cases as a basis for censorship of a student-produced 

publication and therefore deserves inclusion. 

A 1970 Texas case, Channing Club v. Board of Regents Texas Tech University, 

indicates that a college or university may not discriminate against a publication simply 

because it is produced by students. The Catalyst, a tabloid published and distributed 

campus-wide by a recognized campus organization, was refused distribution by the 

university. The student publication sold advertising, had a paid circulation and had 

permission firom the university to distribute and sell copies on campus. 

On one occasion, school administrators stopped distribution because the contents of 

the Catalyst violated the student code of conduct which prohibited lewd and vulgar 

language on campus. The administrators argued that the publication could produce 

disruption of the campus. 

Student plaintiffs of the Channing Club argued that other books and newspapers 

sold in the campus bookstore and available in publications in the university library used 

similar words and that the code of student conduct was too broad. 
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The United States District Court in Channing agreed with the plaintiffs that Texas 

Tech had been guilty of discrimination and wrote that there was no cause for banning of a 

publication simply because it was edited and published by students. 

Furthermore, the court found no disruption of classes, no hostile remarks, no threats 

or acts of violence, and no infiringement on the rights of others as a result of the publication. 

The court also noted that there was no legal distinction between the student publication and 

other publications sold, therefore, the state could not ban the publication merely because it 

was published by students (Durham, 1988). 

In addition, the court warned against censorship by the institution for actions that 

were only anticipated. Also, the court warned against censorship of challenging and 

provocative language simply because it was annoying or inconvenient. Prior restraint had 

occurred and First Amendment rights of the students had been violated by the university in 

Channing. The court concluded that personal freedoms provided in the Constitution are not 

forfeited when persons enroll in a public university. For additional information on this case 

see Chapter HI, p. 43. 

Although the following case did not reach the appellate court level, it is considered 

by college publications' authorities to be of significant importance to the body of case law of 

the student press in public institutions. Antonelli v. Hammond is one of twelve cases listed 

by the College Media Advisers as one of "the most important of the 60 state and federal 

court decisions rendered over the last two decades in cases directly involving censorship of 

the college and university press," First Amendment Handbook, 1992. 

Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F. Supp. 1329 (D. Mass) 

The leading case dealing with the question of prior review of college newspapers and 

with the withdrawal of student activity funding is Antonelli v. Hammond (1970). John 

Antonelli, student editor of the Cycle at Fitchburg State College, Fitchburg, Massachusetts, 

submitted an article entitled "Black Moochie" to the printer of the student newspaper. The 
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article written by Eldridge Cleaver, which contained numerous four-letter words, had 

originally appeared in Ramparts magazine. The printer refused to set it in type and 

contacted the college president James J. Hammond who agreed calling the material 

"garbage," according to Law of the Student Press (1985). Hammond then refused to 

allocate money for future editions of the Cycle unless a faculty advisory group apprxjved all 

matters to be included in the paper prior to its being printed. 

John Antonelli along with other members of the editorial board of the Cycle 

submitted their resignations and Antonelli brought suit contending that Hammond's action 

was a violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. However, while the suit 

progressed Antonelli agreed to allow the faculty board to review articles submitted by the 

student staff so that the Cyde could continue to be distributed. The board was established 

with no guidelines or standards of acceptability. 

The court found for the student plaintiff. Judge W. Arthur Garrity noted that the 

advisory board was created to suppress what the president considered to be obscene 

writings, and obscenity is not constitutionally protected. However, the court in Antonelli v. 

Hammond (1970), wrote that the powers of the advisory board were virtually unlimited and 

"could presumably be used, without change in form or need for expansion, to achieve 

complete control of the content of the newspaper." Also, no procedural safeguards had been 

established. "The advisory board bears no burden other than exercising its judgment; there 

is no appeal within the system firom any particular, and there is no provision for prompt final 

judicial determination." Hence the establishment of the advisory board was held to be "an 

unconstitutional exercise of state power." Garrity also questioned whether obscenity in a 

college newspaper would be so "significantly disruptive of an orderly and disciplined 

educational process" as to meet the requirements for suppression of student expression as set 

forth in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District (1969). 

Another important issue addressed by the court was the power of the college 

administration to withhold student activity funds firom a student newspaper. Ganrity ruled 
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that under Massachusetts law, once a detennination had been made on how the fijnds were 

to be distributed, the expenditure was mandatory and that Hammond had no duty under 

the state law "to ratify or to pass judgment on any particular activity" {Antonelli v. 

Hammond, 1970). 

The Antonelli court decision did state that reasonable restrictions may be applied to 

the public campus press but telling a student what thoughts to express was another matter. 

The court said "It would be inconsistent with the basic assumption of First Amendment 

freedoms to permit a campus newspaper to be simply a vehicle for ideas the state or the 

college administration deems appropriate." 

This case established the legal argument that an institution must place the burden of 

proving the material obscene on the board. It also showed that the institution had failed to 

provide for a prompt review and internal appeal of the board's decisions as well as a failure 

to provide for a prompt, final judicial determination. 

Antonelli v. Hammond also made it clear that college administrators could not cut off 

funds to a student newspaper because they disagreed with the content of the paper nor 

could they require prior submission to an advisory board. College officials at Fitchburg State 

were forbidden to censor expression which they disliked or which they thought to be 

obscene. The court forcefully stated that administrators of a public university have no power 

to tell a student what thoughts to communicate in the pages of the newspaper or to establish 

a system whereby a review board or an adviser could violate the First Amendment by 

serving as a censoring agent. (Ingelhart, 1985) 

Significantly, the Antonelli decision holds that the Massachusetts law giving the 

college president power to distribute student body funds "does not make him ultimately 

responsible for what is printed in the campus newspaper." Additionally the court held that, 

"The state is not necessarily the unrestricted master of what it creates and fosters." 
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In this case the court emphasized the role of the university as a marketplace of ideas 

and stated that the first amendment has "an underlying assumption that there is a positive 

value in an open forum." {Antonelli v. Hammond, 1970) 

In conclusion, the court reported that "it would be inconsistent with the basic 

assumption of the First Amendment fireedoms to permit a campus newspaper to simply be a 

vehicle for ideas the state or college administration deems appropriate." (Antonelli v. 

Hammond, 1970) For additional infonnation on this case see Chapter HI, p. 42. 

Trujillo V. Love, 322 F.Supp. 1266 (D. Colo. 1971) 

Although the following case did not reach the appellate court level, it is considered 

by college publications' authorities to be of significant importance to the body of case law of 

the student press in public institutions. Trujillo v. Love is one of twelve cases listed by the 

College Media Advisers as one of "the most important of the 60 state and federal court 

decisions rendered over the last two decades in cases directly involving censorship of the 

college and university press," First Amendment Handbook, 1992. 

In 1970, Southern Colorado State University transferred the operation of the student 

newspaper, the Arrow, from the auspices of the student government to the Mass 

communication Department. The university named Thomas McAvoy as the adviser to 

supervise the Arrow which was to be used as an instructional tool or laboratory newspaper 

with the university as the publisher. Prior to July 1970, the Arrow had been a student 

enterprise financed by student activity fees, with no direct or indirect controls over student 

writings. 

On one occasion, McAvoy ordered a page deleted firom an upcoming issue. The 

page contained a cartoon and story about the president of the university which the adviser 

believed to be irresponsible and libelous. A month later, managing editor Dorothy Trujillo 

submitted a column about the upcoming attorney general's race and an editorial criticizing a 

local judge. Once again, McAvoy held the material and ordered the editorial rewritten 
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because he thought it was libelous and unethical. Before Trujillo revised the editorial, she 

was fired. McAvoy himself rewrote and published the editorial and Trujillo's column was 

never printed (Trager and Dickerson, 1979). 

When she was suspended firom her position as editor, Trujillo filed suit against 

various state officials, the university, and the adviser charging that the censorship of her 

work was unconstitutional under the First Amendment. She also sought reinstatement to her 

position on the Arroiu. 

In court, the plaintiff testified that she knew she was supposed to submit 

controversial writings for approval by the adviser, but she did not know what controversial 

meant and there had been no guidelines from the college to define the word. McAvoy later 

confirmed that he nor anyone else had made any effort to define what was meant by 

controversial. 

The court found that Southern Colorado University had the right to change the 

format of the student newspaper, but the plan for the change was not clarified sufficiently to 

alter the forum nature of the newspaper. The court also found that the editor's 

constitutional rights were in fact abridged when she was forced to submit material for prior 

review by the faculty adviser who represented the institution. Trujillo v. Love found that 

once a university has established a newspaper, it may not then place limits on the use of that 

forum which interfere with constitutionally protected speech. Only an overriding state 

interest in avoiding material and substantial interference with campus discipline could allow 

such restraint. The court concluded that neither a cartoon critical of the college president 

nor an editorial critical of a local judge could remotely be considered such a state interest 

(Ingelhart, 1985). 

The court ruled in the student's favor and ordered her reinstated as a managing 

editor with back pay. Stating that the student newspaper was a public forum for student 

expression, the court stated that even though the university supported the publication 

financially, college administrators could not limit the use of that fomm by interfering with 
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protected speech. In conclusion, the Tru;i7/o court cited the Antonelli decison stating that 

"The state is not necessarily the unfettered master of all it creates." 

Joyner v. Whiting 477 F.2d. 456 (4th Cir. 1973) 

In another important case involving students' fireedom of expression, Johnnie 

Joyner, the editor of the student newspaper at North Carolina Central University printed an 

editorial with a segregationist point of view. Joyner's editorial opposed the admission of 

non-Negroes to North Carolina Central University, a predominately black school. In the 

front-page editorial, Joyner stated that white students were not welcome at the institution, 

that white students would not be allowed on the newspaper's staff, and that advertising firom 

white-owned businesses would not be accepted. Fearing that the school would be violating 

the Fourteenth Amendment and the 1964 Civil Rights Act, President Albert Whiting 

withdrew financial support from the paper. He also threatened that if no agreement was 

reached with the students on new editorial standards for the Echo, a new campus 

newspaper, sponsored by college officials, would be funded instead (Trager and Dickerson, 

1979). 

Joyner along with the president of the student government association brought 

action against the university claiming the withdrawal of funds for publication of the Echo was 

an abridgment of the First Amendment fireedom of the press. 

The lower court ruled that the newspaper's editorial stance violated the laws against 

state agencies encouraging racial segregation and that state money could not be used for this 

purpose. Moreover, the lower court stated that any future funding of a campus paper would 

occur because the institution accepted that publication's editorial policies. By doing so 

school funds would be used unconstitutionally to promote one point of view over another. 

The lower court's solution was to forbid funding of any campus paper and to permanently 

enjoin President Whiting and his successors fi-om providing funding to any campus 
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The students appealed the decision to the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. 

The Fourth Circuit affimied that although a newspaper may be discontinued for reasons 

"wholly unrelated to the First Amendment," Joyner v. Whiting, school officials cannot 

withdraw financial support to a newspaper because of disagreement with its editorial stance. 

The Fourth Circuit found the denial of funds to be censorship and an abridgement of the 

students' First Amendment rights. Additionally the court said there was nothing in the 

record to show that any disruption or violence ensued as a result of the editorial nor was any 

evidence presented to show that white members of the university community complained or 

were harassed. Furthennore, there was no evidence presented that indicated the editor of 

the Echo or others on the newspaper staff had refused to publish pro-integration points of 

view. 

The Court did find that President Whiting was justified in prohibiting discrimination 

in the staffing and advertising policies of the paper. The Joyner v. Whiting ruling asserted 

that "Campus organizations claiming First Amendment rights must comply with valid campus 

regulations." 

Once again a court affirmed the fi-eedom of the college student press when the 

judges of Joyner v. Whiting wrote that "It may well be that a college need not establish a 

campus newspaper, or, if a paper has been established, the college may permanently 

discontinue publication for reasons wholly unrelated to the First Amendment. But if a 

college has a student newspaper, its publication cannot be suppressed because college 

officials dislike its editorial comment. . . Censorship of constitutionally protected expression 

cannot be imposed by suspending the editors, suppressing circulation, requiring imprimatur 

of controversial articles, excising repugnant materials, withdrawing financial support, or 

asserting any other form of censorial oversight based on the institution's power of the purse." 

Regarding the responsibility of the student press, the Joyner court wrote that". . . 

the freedom of the press enjoyed by students is not absolute or unfettered. Students, like all 
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other citizens, are forbidden advocacy which is directed to inciting or producing imminent 

lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action." 

Bazaar v. Fort:une, 476 F.2d 570, 489 F.2d 225 (5th Cir. 1973) 
cert. den. 414 U.S. 1135 (1973) 

The University of Mississippi had stopped publication of an issue of Images, a 

student literary magazine chartered by the university, because a university committee had 

found that two stories contained vulgar and obscene language. Although the magazine was 

intended as a vehicle for student-written and student-edited literary compositions, a faculty 

adviser from the English department advised the publication. Reproduced by the 

institution's central duplicating facility. Images was sold at a nominal charge with additional 

money coming from a student activity fund with any losses being made up by the English 

Department. 

The issue in question included two short stories written by a black student in the 

creative writing classes which concerned inter-racial love and black pride. When the 

superintendent of the printing facility suggested that the chancellor review the stories prior to 

printing, the chancellor held up the binding and distribution of the issue. He then formed a 

committee of deans from the university to determine if the two stories were acceptable for 

publication. According to the University of Mississippi, the committee was concerned with 

the "earthy" language and the image of the university. The committee decided that 

publication of that particular issue would be inappropriate. 

The Federal District Court held that the involvement of a faculty adviser did not 

enlarge the university's authority over the magazine's content and that the institution had 

violated the First Amendment because "speech cannot be stifled by the state merely because 

it would perhaps draw an adverse reaction firom the majority of people, be they politicians or 

ordinary citizens, and newspapers" {Bazaar v. Fortune, 1973). 

Additionally the court said that the words to which the committee objected were 

typical of language used by young blacks to express themselves. While the "four-letter 
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obscenities" would "definitely not be suited for parlor conversation," said the court in Bazaar 

v. Fortune, "it would have been strained for the characters to speak and think in proper prep 

school diction." 

Upon appeal the Fifth Circuit upheld the lower court ruling and noted that the street 

language was appropriate in the context of the stories, because the vulgar words were used 

as modifiers for effect and mood rather than in their literal sense. The Bazaar court stated 

that the mere use of one word "cannot be so tasteless . . . that its use is subject to unbridled 

censorship." 

When the University argued that its relationship with the publication made it appear 

to the public that the school endorsed such language, the court countered that just because 

a magazine is advised by a university does not mean that it speaks for the institution. The 

tenuous financial connection and the statement that Images is published by students of the 

University said the Bazaar court "is not enough to equate the university with a private 

publisher and endow it with absolute arbitrary powers to decide what can be printed." 

However, the Fifth Circuit did allow the university to apply a stamp to the magazine's cover, 

reading "This is not an official publication of the University." 

According to the First Amendment Handbook (1992), this decision enunciated early 

judicial doctrines that are now well established in college press: (1) although the University 

provided funding, faculty advice and campus facilities, the university officials could not 

censor a student publication; (2) individual four-letter words were insufficient reasons to 

cerisor, (3) the university was not considered the same as a private publisher with absolute 

power, (4) the university, as an ann of the state, could not make private publisher decisions 

about content and in doing so had infiringed on the constitutional rights of the students when 

it denied distribution; and (5) the university could not be held liable for the content of 

student publications. For additional infonnation on this case see Chapter HI, p. 45. 
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Schiff V. Williams, 519 F.2d 257 (5th Cir. 1975) 

During the 1973 fall semester, Florida Atlantic University president Kenneth Williams 

dismissed three student editors fi-om their positions on the Atlantic Sun and began publishing 

the paper using administrative personnel. According to Trager and Dickerson (1979, p. 29) 

in a statement published in the Sun, Williams said that "the level of editorial responsibility 

and competence has deteriorated to the extent that it reflects discredit and embarrassment 

upon the university." In addition to accusing the student editor of not respecting the 

publication's guidelines, the president berated the quality of student journalism labeling the 

Sun a "gripe sheet," a "smear sheet," and "representative of shoddy, 'yellow' journalism." 

The University's Board of Regents and the president had approved the publication 

guidelines, which specified that the newspaper "must reflect the best interests of the 

University community it serves" (Trager and Dickerson, 1979, p. 29). Finally, Williams 

characterized the student editorials as immature and unsophisticated and the standard of 

spelling, grammar, and language unacceptable in a university publication. 

When the students filed a lawsuit against the president, the court found that the First 

Amendment rights of the students were far more important that the interests and image of 

the institution. The court also stated that although the type of student expression in the 

Atlantic Sun could embarrass the school, it was not likely to cause a significant disruption of 

the campus. The court characterized the president's action as a form of direct control over 

the paper's content and held that such action violated the First Amendment. The Schiff 

court said that "Poor quality, even though it could embarrass, and perhaps bring some 

element of disrepute to the school, was not a pennriissible basis on which to limit firee 

speech." The court ordered the three editors reinstated and upheld awards of compensatory 

damages and back pay to each of them. 

The University appealed and the Fifth Circuit affimied the lower court decision 

rejecting the University's argument that since the editors were state employees, their First 
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Amendment fi-eedoms were outweighed by the University's desire to "project a proper view 

of the university and its student body." {Schiff v. Williams, 1975) 

Furthennore, the Fifth Circuit vacated the award of attorney fees. The Schiff court 

wrote that the president had not acted in "bad faith" and other exceptions which might be 

used as the basis for an award of attorney fees against a state or state agency were not 

present. 

One notable aspect of Schiff v. Williams was that by awarding compensatory 

damages of $1 the court was stating that the university president should have known he was 

violating the editors' constitutional right of firee speech and certainly would have known so if 

he had sought legal advice prior to taking action. 

Milliner v. Turner, 436 So.2d 1300 (La. App. Ct. 4th Ct. 1983) 

This case was one of only twelve cases listed by the College Media Advisers as one 

of "the most important of the 60 state and federal court decisions rendered over the last two 

decades in cases directly involving censorship of the college and university press," First 

Amendment Handbook, 1992. 

Two members of the faculty at Southern University, New Orieans, filed suit against 

three student editors of the student newspaper The Observer. The student editors had 

referred to the faculty as "racist" and "proven fools" on several occasions in the pages of the 

newspaper. When one of the faculty wrote a letter to the newspaper vindicating herself, the 

students took parts of the letter out of context and attempted to support their own 

allegations. When the suit was filed, the students asked that the university be joined as a 

third party defendant. 

University regulations of the student newspaper required two faculty advisers to 

guide the newspaper's activities. Although there were two such advisers assigned to The 

Observer, the advisers did not actually advise the newspaper nor file any of the required 

reports to the administration. Also, the Louisiana Civil Code specified that teachers are 
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responsible for the conduct of their students if that conduct damages another and if it could 

have been prevented by the teacher. 

The trial court ruled in favor of the faculty members and found both the student 

editors and the university liable. The plaintiffs were awarded $1,000 each in damages. The 

court noted that the printed statements were defamatory and the faculty members were not 

public figures. Southern University was found to have breached its duty of supervision of 

the students. The university, not the students, appealed the decision to a higher court. 

The Fourth Circuit first stated that the First Amendment preempts the Louisiana Civil 

Code and that the government could not practice prior restraint over the content of the 

student newspaper. The court also pointed out that although the state was involved as a 

state university, the newspaper and publisher model was inapplicable and the state was not 

responsible for the content of the newspaper. In fact, it would be a violation of the First 

Amendment rights of the student editors if the university had in any way tried to control 

what was printed on the pages of The Observer. The court compared the state to the 

publisher of a private newspaper and said that whereas the publisher could control content, 

the state could not. Since the state has no control over a student newspaper under that 

concept, the state cannot be held liable for possible libels published in the student 

newspaper. The court also relieved the institution firom any liability for lack of supervision of 

the student staff. 

Lueth V. St. Clair County Community College, 
732 F.Supp. 1410 (E.D. Mich. 1990) 

The student editor of the Erie Square Gazette, the student newspaper at St. Clair 

County Community College, published an advertisement for a Canadian nude dancing club 

on the front page of the newspaper. The copy in the advertisement emphasized the 

Canadian drinking age of 19 and the total nudity of the dancers. The college is located in 
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Michigan just across the United States border from Samia, Canada where the club was 

located. The legal drinking age in the state of Michigan is 21 and totally nude dancing is 

prohibited by law. 

After the advertisement ran in the Gazette, the dean of the college notified the editor 

that she was prohibited firom further publication of the advertisement for the dancing club 

because the advertisement was degrading to women and promoted drinking to college 

students not of legal drinking age. The dean also stated that the advertisement did not 

promote the same values as did the mission of St. Clair Community College. {The College 

Student and the Courts, September, 1990) 

Policies governing the newspaper's operation affirmed that the student editor was 

responsible for determining the newspaper's content, staffing, and publication dates. 

However, the student editor's decision-making was subject to the review of a board 

comprised of two students elected from the student government, two student staff members 

of the Gazette, and one student chairman appointed by the student government president. 

The editor sued alleging that her First Amendment rights had been violated and 

claiming that the Gazette's regulations took away the power of the student editor through 

the board of review. 

The court reasoned that the Gazette was a public forum administered as a student 

activity, not a laboratory situation under the direction of a faculty member. Consequently, 

the student staff, particularly the student editor-in-chief, was solely responsible for 

determining the newspaper's content and that included advertisements. 

Although the court ruled that the college's interest in regulating the newspaper's 

advertising was substantial, the judges noted that the college had not developed formal 

regulations regarding advertising content in the publication. Instead, the court found that 

the newspaper had little or no guidelines except for the whims of the dean and the board of 

control. Consequently the student editor had no standards of acceptability of advertising for 

the newspaper and could not be expected to make decisions without guidance firom the 
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institution. Without specific advertising guidelines, the board and the college had violated 

the student editor's First Amendment right of firee speech. For additional information on 

this case see Chapter IV, p. 54. 
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CHAPTER in 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND OBSCENTTY 

Administrators, governing boards, faculty, parents, advertisers, and alumnae have 

demonstrated concern about obscenity in the campus press. However, a review of reported 

public college cases reveals little actual obscenity as defined by the courts. Actually, the real 

concern of the "public" indicated above is primarily about "indecent" or "offensive" language. 

And that language, in fact, enjoys First Amendment protection (Trager and Dickerson, 

1979). 

Standards for Obscenity 

In 1973 in Miller v. California, the Supreme Court provided this definition of 

obscenity: (1) whether the average person, applying contemporary community standards, 

would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest in sex; (2) 

whether the work portrays in a patently offensive manner sexual conduct specifically defined 

in state law; and (3) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, 

political, or scientific value. 

In defining community standards, the results have ranged fi^m a statewide standard 

to a neighborhood standard-most commonly those of the city, town, or county firom which 

the jury is drawn. The question at the university level is whether the community would 

include just the university community of students, faculty, and staff, or whether it would also 

include the town, city, or county where the university is located. Another question is that of 

the stricter or more liberal standards that should be a part of the campus atmosphere. The 

United States Supreme Court has rejected this double standard, stating that students should 

not be subjected to greater standards of conduct than their counterparts off campus in 

Papish V. Board of Curators (1973). 
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The question of community standard has not yet been raised in a case involving 

obscenity in a campus publication. The primary concern has been what control the 

university has over indecent or vulgar language-language which does not fall under the 

definition of obscenity. 

Court Cases 

Cases of particular significance to the college student press in this area follow: 

Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F.Supp. 1329 (D. Mass. 1970) 

In the landmark case in this area, the president of Fitchburg State College, 

Massachusetts, refused to print an article written by Eldridge Cleaver which had been 

submitted for publication by the editor, John Antonelli. In addition, Fitchburg President 

James J. Hammond required future editors of the student newspaper, the Cycle, to appear 

before a faculty review board to approve content and payment for publication. 

Although the federal District Court held that obscenity in the campus press was not 

likely to cause disruption, the university could take steps to control the newspaper's contents 

in this area. However, the court warned that when measures are taken to regulate 

obscenity, the state institution must be very careful to not include protected expression in its 

regulatory guidelines. 

The court also admonished the institution to meet these restrictions: the burden of 

proof that the material is obscene is on the censor, a quick judicial determination must be 

made; and an appeal process must be available to the student editor. Antone//f was the first 

case that demonstrated that the institution has no control over the content of a student 

newspaper. For additional information on this case see Chapter II, p. 27. 
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Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University, 
317 F.Supp. 688 (N.D. Texas 1970) 

At Texas Tech University, the Channing Club, a recognized campus organization, 

published and distributed campus-wide a tabloid newspaper, the Catalyst, which sold 

advertising, had a paid circulation, and had permission to sell copies on campus. When the 

university refused to allow the newspaper to be distributed because it violated the student 

conduct code, which prohibited lewd and vulgar language on campus, the students filed suit 

against the Board of Regents. 

The District Court repeated the Antonelli (1970), ruling and warned that before 

expression can be curtailed it must interfere with campus discipline. The court found that no 

disruption was caused by the distribution of the Catalyst. The court also noted that both the 

campus bookstore and library contained language used in the newspaper and that language 

was not obscene. The District Court warned against the censorship of challenging and 

provocative language by public universities. For additional information on this case see 

Chapter II, p. 26. 

Papish V. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri, 
410 U.S. 667 (1973) 

According to Trager and Dickerson (1979), the question of whether a university can 

prevent publication and distribution solely on grounds of bad taste or inappropriateness has 

come before the courts several times since Channing. The major case in the area of 

offensive language and university control occurred at the University of Missouri. Barbara 

Papish, a 32-year old journalism graduate student was a member of the local underground 

newspaper. Free Press Underground. Papish and three other students were anrested for 

distributing obscene material on the campus. The first of the two pieces considered to be 

obscene featured a page one political cartoon depicting a club-wielding policeman raping the 

Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of Justice. The cartoon had been reprinted firom a 

nationally distributed, left-wing magazine. The second article declared obscene by the 
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institution was an article headlined "Motherfucker Acquitted." The article was written about 

the acquittal of a New York youth, known as a member of the "Motherfuckers." 

As a response to the publishing and distribution of the material, Papish was placed 

on disciplinary probation for the remainder of the semester, not given credit for one course 

she passed, and not allowed to re-enter school the next fall. According to the university, 

Papish had violated a policy that required that sttidents conduct themselves in a manner 

compatible with the University's functions and missions as an educational institution and that 

they observe generally accepted standards of conduct. Papish claimed that the university 

rule was vague and over broad and that she was denied rights protected by the First 

Amendment. 

In their ruling for the university, the United States District Court set forth a double 

standard of conduct for the university campus regarding obscenity. It also found the material 

obscene on Papish's own admission. 

While the United States District Court based its decision on the pandering issue, the 

Eighth Circuit Court of ^peals based its finding for the university on the sufficiency of the 

rule against "indecent conduct and speech." While Papish had declared the university rules 

ambiguous and prohibitive, the court found the code necessary to the disciplinary system of 

the university in preserving its mission of education. This court held a very narrow definition 

of First Amendment rights on a university campus ruling that the First Amendment could be 

subordinated to other interests such as the conventions of decency. 

The Supreme Court, in a 6-3 decision, reversed the lower court citing the Channing 

Club (1970) decision that offensive ideas could not be censored by the institution. For the 

first time, the Court stated the acceptability of the university regulations of time, place and 

manner regarding such material. However, the regulation of content was forbidden. The 

Court reminded the District Court that there was no room for a double standard in the 

academic community with respect to the content of speech and must cease. 
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Bazaar v. FoHune, 476 F.2d 570, 489 F.2d 225 (5th Cir. 1973). 
aff'd, 489 F.2d 225 (5th Cir. 1973), 
ceri: den., 414 U.S. 1134 (1974) 

A committee at the University of Mississippi found an issue of the student literary 

magazine. Images, objectionable because it contained vulgar and obscene language. 

Although the magazine was intended as a vehicle for student-written and student-edited 

literary compositions, a faculty adviser firom the English department advised the publication. 

The magazine received financial support fi-om a student activity fund if there were losses 

resulting from a lack of sales. 

The material the committee found objectionable was written by an 18-year-old black 

student in a creative writing class. One story was about interracial love and the second 

about black pride. The heroes of the stories were later described by the Fifth Circuit as 

"modem day Holden Caufields {Catcher in the Rye) trying to find their place in today's 

society" (Trager and Dickerson, 1979, p. 64). The court also described the language as 

typical by young blacks and although not appropriate in some instances, it was proper for 

the situation described by the student. 

While the university argued that its financial and advisory relationship made it 

appear that the administration was responsible for the content of the publication, the court 

countered that such a relationship did not mean that the magazine necessarily spoke for the 

school. The court repeated the open forum doctrine used in previous cases and reminded 

that once a school had provided such a forum for the purpose of speech and hearing, the 

forum could be regulated only within guarantees of the First Amendment. 

Explaining that university officials did not have the same powers as publishers in the 

private sector, the court said that public university administrators are arms of the state that 

control over the content of a student publication would indeed be censorship and 

impermissible. Speech cannot be stifled by the university simply because it might cause bad 

will or embarrassment on the instittjtion. The court did allow the University of Mississippi to 
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stamp a disclaimer on the magazine indicating it was not an official publication of the 

university. For additional infonnation on this case see Chapter II, P. 33. 

Thonen v. Jenkins, 517 F.2d 3 (4th Cir. 1975) 

William Schell, a student at East Carolina University wrote an open letter to the 

editor of the student newspaper, the Fountainhead. In this letter he criticized the university's 

dormitory policies and warned that the university President, Leo Jenkins, who was seeking 

the Democratic nomination for governor, should choose between education and politics. 

Ending the letter with the phrase, "Fuck you, Leo," Schell was later suspended firom the 

school. The student editor, Robert Thonen, who had been warned previously about using 

vulgarity in the newspajjer, published the letter. He, too, was suspended. Even though the 

president had warned Thonen previously about vulgar language, he did not punish the 

editor until the vulgarity was directed at him. The students claimed that their First 

Amendment rights were violated and that they were denied the right to continue their 

college education solely because of the exercise of that right. 

The United States District Court determined that the dissemination of ideas, no 

matter how offensive to good taste, could not be shut off on a college campus because of 

conventions of decency. The court ordered that the disciplinary action be revoked and the 

students be allowed, if academically eligible, to continue their education at the University. 

The University then appealed. 

The Fourth Circuit cited both the Papish and Bazaar decisions and held that the use 

of one vulgar word in a letter dealing with a subject of importance to the campus was not 

enough to justify suspending the student editor and the student who wrote the letter (Trager 

and Dickerson, 1979). 

The court stated that First Amendment rights on the college campus are no less than 

those in the community-at-large. As to speech related activities, a public institution may 
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legitimately enforce reasonable regulations as to time, place, and manner of speech and its 

dissemination. However, the institution has no power to restrict or censor expression 

because of its message, its ideas, its subject matter, or its content (Inglehart, 1985). 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND ADVERTISING 

According to Law of the Student Press (1985, p. 45), "until 1975, the courts treated 

advertising or so-called 'commercial speech' as a type of expression not worthy of First 

Amendment protection. Prior to that year, the courts allowed the government to regulate 

almost any type of advertising which had as its purpose the promotion of goods or services 

for sale." The courts' rationale had been that such speech was simply crass commercialism. 

The courts had reasoned that since commercial advertisers were trying to make money, not 

to express political viewpoints or new ideas, such commercial activity should not be afforded 

First Amendment protection. 

Background: Commercial Speech 

The landmark decision involving a commercial publication was Bigelow v. Virginia, 

421 U.S. 809 (1975) in which the court struck down a Virginia law making it a crime to 

encourage abortion though advertising in a publication. The Bigelow court wrote that 

"Speech is not stripped of First Amendment protection merely because it appears in the form 

of paid commercial advertisements." 

While extending First Amendment protection to commercial speech, the Supreme 

Court, in Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Rights, 413 U.S. 376 

(1973), determined that certain types of ads can lawfully be banned by a publication: ads 

for illegal products or services. The same rule would apply to student publications. 

Advertising and the College Press 

There are four important cases involving the public college student press and 

advertising between 1971 and 1990. The first of these cases, Lee v. Board of Regents State 

College (1971) held that the student newspaper could not constitijtionally refuse to accept 
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editorial advertisements. Because of this particular ruling, the case is included along with 

cases decided at higher courts. The remaining tiiree cases have sti-ongly supported the First 

Amendment right of the student editor to make all content decisions including advertising. 

Court Cases 

Lee V. Board of Regents of State Colleges, 306 F.Supp. 1097 
(W.D. Wis. 1969), aff'd, 441 F2d 1257 (7th Cir. 1971). 

Three non-student groups attempted to place three editorial advertisements in the 

student newspaper at Wisconsin State University, Whitewater in a period of one year. One 

editorial advertisement called for an end to the Vietiiam War, another opposed racial 

discrimination; and the third supported a university employees' union. The student 

publications board rejected the ads based on a policy that held that advertisements stating a 

political viewpoint rather than selling goods or services would not be accepted by the Royal 

Purple newspaper. Both the publications board and the president of the university had been 

asked to modify the rule but had not done so up to the time the lawsuit was filed to force 

such a change. 

According to Law of the Student Press (1985, p. 65), United States District Court 

Judge James E. Doyle, citing Zucker v. Panitz (1969), ruled that the Royal Purple's rejection 

of these editorial advertisements was "an impermissible form of censorship" and "a denial of 

free speech and expression in violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments." As a 

campus newspaper the Royal Purple "constitutes an important forum for the dissemination of 

news and expression of opinion. As such a forum, it should be open to anyone who is 

willing to pay to have his views published therein-not just to commercial advertisers." 

The Lee court continued by noting that the rejection of the ads w a s " . . . a denial of 

ft-ee speech and expression in violation of the First Amendment... The right to express their 
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views on vital issues of the day should not be restricted unless a 'clear and present danger' to 

society is apparent." 

According to Stevens and Webster (1973, p. 67), Lee indicates that the college 

newspaper columns "should be open to anyone who is willing to pay to have his views 

published therein." The newpaper's willingness to publish letters to the editor ftom the 

students who wished to advertise was not an acceptable alternative to the Lee court, since "a 

paid advertisement can be cast in such a form as to command much greater attention than a 

letter." The court saw refusal to accept the ads as an impermissible form of censorship. 

The implications of the Lee decision caused concern by many advisers, 

administrators, and student staff members of student publications. Professionals in college 

student publications were concerned about the possibility of the newspaper being forced to 

run any article in order to guarantee a Contibutor's right to firee speech. Prior to the 

Wisconsin State decision, Mary Mills, adviser to the Royal Purple, wrote (National Council of 

College Publication Advisers Newsletter, 1967, p. 5) "If the paper loses its right to reject ads, 

it will be at the mercy of anyone who wishes to buy space regardless of the quality of his 

product or the suitability of it for advertising in our paper." 

The Supreme Court affirmed the District Court's decision, noting that no question of 

access to a private publication existed and that a state institution must provide access to 

editorial advertising. The court also cited that no threat of campus disruption existed. 

The definition of "editorial" advertisement by the Supreme Court was important for 

college papers. While courts have said that privately owned newspapers normally need not 

accept advertisements, the Lee decision held just the opposite for student newspapers at 

public institutions. It appears that a student publication could decide not to accept any 

advertising for publication. A student newspaper could also refuse ads containing legally 

unprotected speech though it is not acceptable to refuse editorial ads as a means of 
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"protecting the university firom emban-assment" and tiie staff from making difficult judgments 

as to what material may be "obscene, libelous, or subversive." (Trager and Dickerson, 1979, 

p. 68) 

This particular case did not specifically address the question of whether 

administrators had the right to ban particular advertisements firom stijdent newspapers. 

However, the court did conclude that tiie same rules of censorship by school administirators 

apply to advertising as to editorial. 

Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock, 536 F.2d 1073 
(5th Cir. 1976), aff'd, 430 U.S. 982 (1977) 

A group at Mississippi State University called the Mississippi Gay Alliance tried to 

have an advertisement published in the student newspaper the Reflector. The 

advertisement provided information about the group's center, legal aid and homosexual 

literature. Although the Reflector had an advertising policy that permiteed both commercial 

and editorial advertisements, Bill Goudelock, the student editor, refused to accept the ad. 

There was no pressure on Goudelock either from faculty advisers or university 

administrators. Three officers of the Gay Alliance officers, all non-students, brought legal 

action to force acceptance of the ad and to recover monetary damages from the student 

editor, advisers, and university president. 

The federal District Court supported the right of the student editor to reject the 

advertisement and stated that such action did not violate the First Amendment rights of the 

three plaintiffs. With the assistance of the American Civil Liberties Union, the Gay Alliance 

appealed the decision to the Fifth Circuit stressing the "state action" aspect of the case. The 

American Civil Liberties Union contended that the student newspaper was a publication of 

the State of Mississippi and therefore could not reject ideas they found offensive. 

Additionally, the American Civil Liberties Union brought forth the theory tiiat 

although a student editor might have control over editorial content, such conttol did not 
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exist over editorial advertising. In tiiis manner, both the rights of the sttident editor were 

satisfied as well as the rights of citizens to express their views in a public instittition's sttjdent 

newspaper. A divided Court of Appeals affimied tiie Distid Court's judgment and ruled 

that the sttident editor could not be forced to accept the ad (Trager and Dickerson, 1979). 

The ruling stated that the student editor's refusal to reject the advertisement did not 

constitute "state action" because it was a decision of an individual, not of tiie state institution. 

The court reasoned that while the paper was supported in part by mandatory student activity 

fees collected by the school, the editor was elected by students, not appointed by a college 

faculty or staff member. The Mississippi Gay Alliance court also noted that according to 

earlier court rulings, the institution could not have prohibited the editor fi-om printing the 

advertisement had it had wanted to. The decision whether to accept or reject the ad was 

totally the student editor's. Furthermore, the court found that Goudelock had the right to 

refuse the ad regarding homosexuality because a Mississippi state law made such activity 

criminal. 

The dissenting opinion of the court written by Justice Goldberg contended that a 

right of access to public forums exists and that editorial control should not be extended to 

advertisements. 

The importance of this case was the determination that the court did not allow 

college officials the authority to deny access to the advertising columns of student 

publications. Instead the court upheld the right of students, who were not legally state 

agents, to reject advertising at their own discretion. Action by the institution affected state 

action which is impermissible. Action by a sttident editor regarding the rejection of 

advertising is constitutionally protected through the First Amendment. (Ingelhart, 1985) 
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Sinn V. Daily Nebraskan, 638 F.Supp 143 (D. Neb. 1986) 
aff'd, 829 F.2d 662 (8th Cir. 1987) 

The Daily Nebraskan, the sttident newspaper at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 

refused to print the lesbian and gay-oriented advertisements of two students seeking 

roommates. The student advertising editor refused to run the advertisements based on a 

publications policy that protected sexual orientation horn discrimination in advertising. 

According to the publications committee which was composed of five students, two staff 

representatives and two newspaper professionals, the policy was adopted to prevent 

discrimination in advertising, not to punish or censor. 

The lesbian and the gay male students brought action alleging that the refusal of the 

newspaper to print their advertisements constituted a violation of the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments. 

Initially the court pointed out that the campus newspaper of a state-supported 

university is entitied to the constitutional protections afforded the "press," including fireedom 

of expression for the editors. The court reasoned that efforts by the institution to impose 

infiringements on the right of the student editors to determine content would be censorship, 

thereby unconstitutional. Since no attempts had been made by the university, through the 

publications committee or otherwise, to censor actions of the editor, the court found no 

censorship had occurred. 

The court ruled that although the student newspaper is a creation of the state, the 

newspaper is not an agency of the state for all purposes. It reasoned "In its editorial 

decision-making the Daily Nebraskan functions like a private newspaper. Thus, the exercise 

of editorial discretion does not constitute state action." 

In upholding tiie action by the newspaper, the Sinn court summarized that there is 

no constitutional right of advertisers to compel a campus newspaper to open its columns to 
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all who are willing to pay to publish their sexual orientation in a roommate advertisement. 

In conclusion, the court found tiiat the rejection of an advertisement by the student editor 

was in no way diminished by any institutional support. 

In addition, the court rejected tiie plaintiffs' argument tiiat their constitutional rights 

had been violated under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The 

decision was based on the fact that the policy was a reasonable and rational one to prevent 

discrimination in advertising. 

The Supreme Court upheld the lower court's decision that no state action existed in 

Sinn basing its reasoning on the decision in Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock. The 

plaintiffs had failed to show state action on the part of the paper because the Dai7y 

Nebraskan functioned like a private newspaper in editorial discretion. The court added that 

this decision should not be read to imply that state action can never be present in the 

decisions of a student newspaper on a public campus. 

Lueth V. St. Clair County Community College, 
732 F.Supp. 1410 (E.D. Mich. 1990) 

The student editor of the Erie Square Gazette, the student newspaper at St. Clair 

County Community College, published an advertisement for a Canadian nude dancing club 

on the firont page of the newspaper. The copy in the advertisement emphasized the 

Canadian drinking age of 19 and the total nudity of the dancers. The college is located in 

Michigan just across the United States border firom Samia, Canada where the club was 

located. The legal drinking age in the state of Michigan is 21 and totally nude dancing is 

prohibited by law. 

Afl:er the advertisement ran in the Gazette, the dean of the college notified the editor 

that she was prohibited forni further publication of the advertisement for the dancing club 

because the advertisement was degrading to women and promoted drinking to college 

sttidents not of legal drinking age. The dean also stated that the advertisement did not 
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promote the same values as did the mission of St. Clair Community College {The College 

Student and the Courts, September, 1990). 

Policies governing the newspaper's operation affimied that the student editor was 

responsible for determining tiie newspaper's content, staffing, and publication dates. 

However, the student editor's decision-making was subject to the review of a board 

comprised of two students elected firom the sttident government, two student staff members 

of the Gazette, and one student chairman appointed by the student government president. 

The editor sued alleging that her First Amendment rights had been violated and 

claiming that the Gazette's regulations took away the power of the student editor through 

the board of review. 

The court reasoned that the Gazette was a public forum administered as a student 

activity, not a laboratory situation under the direction of a faculty member. Consequently, 

the student staff, particularly the student editor-in-chief, was solely responsible for 

determining the newspaper's content and that included advertisements. 

Although the court ruled that the college's interest in regulating the newspaper's 

advertising was substantial, the judges noted that the college had not developed formal 

regulations regarding advertising content in the publication. Instead, the court found that 

the newspaper had littie or no guidelines except for the whims of the dean and the board of 

control. Consequentiy tiie student editor had no standards of acceptability of advertising for 

the newspaper and could not be expected to make decisions without guidance firom the 

institution. Without specific advertising guidelines, the board and the college had violated 

the student editor's First Amendment right of firee speech. For additional information on this 

case see Chapter H, p. 38. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND 

STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE FUNDING 

According to Ryan (1987), stijdent activity fees, which are usually mandatory and 

non-refundable, fund many public college student newspapers. The courts have responded 

on several occasions to claims by members of the student body that such systems violate 

their First Amendment rights because all students must conttibute to activities or 

organizations they oppose and with which they do not want to be associated. 

The Courts and Funding 

The courts have consistently found that objecting students have no more right to 

challenge the allocation of mandatory student fees to student newspapers which express a 

particular viewpoint than they have to challenge such allocations to other student 

organizations expressing particular viewpoints. (Kaplin, 1978) 

The argument that students should not be forced to support philosophies with which 

they disagree holds much less weight than does the constitutional rights of student 

newspaper staffs as is evidenced in the following cases. 

Court Cases 

Veed V. Schwartzkopf, 353 F.Supp. 149 (D. Neb. 1973), 
aff'd, 478 F.2d 1407 (8tii Cir. 1973), cert, den., 
414 U.S. 1135, 94 S. Ct. 878 (1974) 

A student at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln challenged the use of mandatory 

student fees to fund both the student newspaper and various campus speakers. The student 

entered the argument that he disagreed with tiie philosophy of the newspaper and witii the 

topics of various speakers brought to the campus through fees paid by those enrolled at the 
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instittition. He cited speakers' topics of homosexuality and birth conttol as being particularly 

offensive. He detennined that his First Amendment right had been violated because the use 

of the mandatory fees forced him to associate with objectionable philosophies that violated 

his fireedom of speech, religion, press and association (Ryan, 1987). 

The court summarily rejected the Nebraska student's request that funds be cut off 

firom the campus sttident newspaper because it published content with which he disagreed. 

Stating that universities are not prohibited firom providing a forum such as a newspaper for 

the expression of political and personal views and to fund such a forum with mandatory 

student fees, the court reasoned that the First Amendment rights of the student staff 

members of the student newspaper of free speech must be protected so long as they did not 

interfere with the orderly conduct of the educational process. (Ingelhart, 1985) 

Trager and Dickerson (1979), write that the federal District Court noted that since no 

student was forced to become associated with views opposed to his or her own, the 

university was not an advocate of any particular views, simply a means of enabling them to 

be expressed. "A college is free to adopt such educational philosophy as it chooses. And 

that may include establishing a student newspaper. Generally, a college is not prohibited 

firom financing through mandatory student fees programs which provide a forum for 

expression of opinion, be that expression oral or written" (Trager and Dickerson, 1979 

p. 36). 

Arrington v. Taylor, 380 F.Supp 1348 (MD NC 1974), 
aff'd, 526 F.2d 587 (4th Cir. 1975),cert. den., 
96 S.Ct. 1111, 424 U.S. 913 (1976) 

At the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, several students claimed that their 

First Amendment rights of free speech were abridged by the University's requirement that 

they lend financial support to a publication taking positions with which tiiey disagreed. They 
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also claimed that through mandatory student fees they were forced to pay for a publication 

which violated their First Amendment right because the Daily Tar Heel practiced censorship. 

Noting that the student newspaper was an important part of tiie educational process 

that complemented the classroom experience, the federal Distinct Court made it clear that 

the newspaper never intended to speak for the entire sttident body. The court also ruled 

that the existence of the student newspaper in no way inhibited students on campus firom 

expressing or supporting conttoversial viewpoints. Moreover they asserted that the students' 

fireedom of expression was in no way constrained by publication of the paper. The views in 

the Daily Tar Heel were those of the student staff, not the university. 

Furthermore, the Arrington court said that governmental agencies may spend money 

to publish the position they take on controversial matters, but that in this instance the 

University of North Carolina was not attempting to impose its views on the student editors. 

The university was merely funding a forum for the expression of student opinions. 

In Arrington, the court presented the student fee question solely in the context of a 

student newspaper. The federal district court made several findings pointing to the 

important educational role of the student newspaper. First, neither the institution nor the 

newspaper imposes a point of view on any individual. Second, the student newspaper 

serves as an important adjunct to the academic experience of students by publishing a wide 

range of issues and views. Third, the newspaper informs members of the campus 

community about local events. Fourth, the newspaper functions as a laboratory experience 

for students. 

Kania v. Fordham, 702 F.2d 475 (4th Cir. 1983) 

In 1983, students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill sued the 

institution because they believed that the funding of tiie sttident newspaper through 

mandatory student activity fees violated their constitutional rights. The students alleged that 

they were forced to contiibute to a newspaper because of their enrollment as students on 
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that campus. They disagreed with tiie political philosophy of the Daily Tar Heel and felt 

coerced into advancing those positions through the mandatory funding. 

In response, the university claimed that the Daily Tar Heel was a vital part of the 

educational mission of the University of North Carolina. And although the newspaper 

operated as did any other independent newspaper except for the funding arrangement, the 

institution supported tiie funding as a part of their institutional responsibilities. The 

newspaper reported local and national news, university activities, including sports as well as 

presenting editorials and opinion columns and printing letters to the editor, subject to the 

paper's discretion and editing. 

In ruling in favor of the university, the court asserted that the imposition of student 

fees was not designed to further the university's ideological biases, but instead, to support an 

independent student newspaper. The court also found that funding by mandatory student 

fees was the least restrictive means of accomplishing a very important part of the university's 

central purpose and that was the education of the students. 

The courts finally reasoned that the student newspaper provided a forum for the 

exchange of information, ideas, and opinions on the campus. The Kania court concluded 

that the "minimal and indirect resttiction" on the students' constitutional rights, created by 

the university's funding of the newspaper, had not violated the constitutional guarantees of 

the students. 

Hays County Guardian v. Supple, 969 F.2d 111 (5th Cir. 1992) 

A small local newspaper, the Hays County Guardian, wanted to disttibute their 

newspaper on the campus of Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas. The 

Guardian contained advertising and was disttibuted firee. The university's regulation 

regarding disttibution of off-campus publications tteated firee newspapers with 

advertisements as prohibited solicitation. Publications sponsored by a recognized sttident 
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group could be distributed as could publications willing to purchase a vending machine or 

disttibution stand in a designated area. 

The sttidents claimed that tiiey were able to receive other periodicals by mail or by 

delivery and could not receive the Guardian. The university's response was that these 

publications created an institutional concem for litter, congestion, and invasions of privacy 

on the campus. 

The students also issued a statement asserting that tiie use of mandatory sttident 

activity fees to support the student newspaper, the University Star, with which they often 

disagreed, was a violation of their First Amendment rights. The university said that \he 

subsidy of the student newspaper was a part of tiie institutional mission. The Star offered a 

laboratory training experience for interested students and provided a forum for public 

discussion, according to Southwest Texas State officials. 

In response to the first issue of access to the campus, the court found that the 

regulations were unconstitutional. Noting that the grounds of the campus were indeed a 

public forum, the university could not restrict use of that forum by prohibiting the flow of 

expression by narrow regulations. 

In response to the second issue of the right of mandatory student fees being used to 

subsidize the student newspaper in violation of a student's First Amendment rights, the court 

ruled in the negative. The court held that even though students might disagree with certain 

views in the University Star, the institution was not violating First Amendment rights by 

forcing students to subsidize speech. The court did point out that the government could not 

force individuals to subsidize speech when it conttibuted to advancing another's ideological 

bias rather than speech of substantial interest. In conclusion, the court said that the fund 

subsidy allowed a forum for debate and did not force ideological conformity by the student 

body. This method of providing a forum was found to be a minimally restrictive method of 

advancing educational goals. For additional infonnation on this case see Chapter VI, p. 73. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND CAMPUS ACCESS 

A public university has extremely limited control over the content of non-official or 

off-campus publications which are distributed on the campus. However, the institution can 

legally enforce reasonable regulations as to time, place, and manner of distribution for 

publications seeking campus access. These distribution regulations must be reasonable in 

nature and content neutral. They cannot be unreasonably prohibitive, overly burdensome 

or designed to preclude constitutionally protected ideas. Should this occur. First 

Amendment rights are violated. Only the presence of "material and substantial" disruption 

justifies restraint by the institution. 

Court Cases 

Only two cases regarding access to the campus and First Amendment rights have 

reached significant levels of law involving public institutions. Descriptions and analysis of 

those cases follows. 

New Times, Inc. v. Arizona Board of Regents, 519 P. 2d 169 (Ariz. 1974) 

The University of Arizona developed campus regulations regarding campus 

distaibution of all newspapers, except the campus newspaper and newspapers in coin-

operated vending machines. The regulations required such publications (1) to make 

application with the Director of the Sttident Union; (2) to provide a rack or staU for the 

disttibution, and (3) to pay a standard fee of $2 per newsstand issue. In addition, these 

newspapers could be disttibuted only at six distribution points designated by the Director of 

the Sttident Union. The fee was used for the removal of litter of these publications. 

The New Times, Inc., publishers of a newspaper directed at college-aged readers, 

filed suit against the Arizona Board of Regents charging that the regulations and fee were 
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unconstittitional infiringements on the First Amendment. The Superior Court refijsed to 

grant the paper any relief based upon their citing the regulations as a violation of First 

Amendment rights. The Board of Regents then took ihe case to the Arizona Supreme Court 

for a review of the decision of tiie lower court. The Board contended that since tiie 

publisher of the New Times, Inc., was involved in a commercial venture. New Times was 

subject to more resttictions than a newspaper that was noncommercial in nature. 

The Arizona Supreme Court found tiiat there was no compelling state interest to 

justify such rules, sttessing that a concem for excessive litter on campus was not ample 

justification for these resttictions. The Court found both the university regulations and the 

fee unreasonable, unconstitutional and a violation of First Amendment freedoms. 

Hays County Guardian v. Supple, 969 F.2d 111, (5th Cir. 1992) 

The Hays County Guardian, a small local newspaper with free circulation, wanted to 

reach the students at Southwest Texas State University by distributing on the San Marcos 

campus. The University tteated free newspapers with advertising as prohibited solicitation. 

Free newspapers with advertising that were sponsored by a registered student organization 

did meet the University's criteria as did publications distributed through use of a vending 

machine or through a distribution stand in a designated campus area. The Guardian along 

with students enrolled at the University filed suit saying their First Amendment rights had 

been violated by the University through the disttibution regulations. 

The claim noted that although students could receive other periodicals by mail or 

through delivery on campus, they were restticted firom receiving the Guardian because of 

the University's regulations. The University claimed tiiat tiie resttictions were valid since it 

had a legitimate interest in preventing litter, congestion, and invasions of privacy on the 

campus. 

The suit also contained a claim challenging the use of mandatory student fees to 

finance a sttident newspaper witii which sttidents disagreed. As to this claim, the University 
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sttessed that subsidizing the sttident newspaper, \he University Star, was a part of the 

served both as a valuable training experience for sttidents as well as a forum for pubBc 

discussion and exchange of infonnation, ideas, and opinions on the campus. 

The court detennined that the facts of the case clearly showed that the university 

campus was a public forum for the speech of tiie sttidents. The court pointed out that even 

a content-neuti^l regulation of speech in such a public forum must be nan-owly tailored to 

meet a significant government interest and must leave open ample alternative means of 

communication. 

In addressing the use of mandatory student fees to fund the newspaper, the court 

said that no First Amendment rights were violated whenever it forces an individual to 

subsidize speech. However, the court emphasized that the government could not force 

individuals to contribute to the ideological expression of private citizens to advance those 

citizens' ideological biases, rather than substantial public interests. In conclusion, the court 

found that the establishment of a forum by speech by the university was minimally restrictive 

on students' First Amendment rights while advancing the institution's educational mission. 

The Hays court, however, found that the "marginal increase of litter, congestion, and 

unwelcome advances by over-zealous, newspaper-wielding students" was not substantial 

enough to prevent firee speech and distribution on the campus. For additional information 

on this case see Chapter V, p. 59. 
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CHAPTER vn 

A CHRONOLOGICAL COLLECTION OF 

SUMMARIES OF COURT CASES AT 

PUBUC INSTrrUTIONS 1967 TO 1993 

Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education, 273 F.Supp. 613 
(M.D. Ala. 1967) dismissed as moot sub.nom. Troy State 
University v. Dickey, 402 F.2d 515 (5tii Cir. 1968) 

Gary Dickey, the editor of the student newspaper at Troy State University, was 

ordered by his adviser and tiie school president not to run an editorial critical of the 

governor and the legislature. When Dickey ran the word "censored" instead of a suggested 

substitute story about "Raising Dogs in North Carolina," the president suspended Dickey 

from the university for insubordination. 

A United States District Court in Alabama ordered Dickey reinstated as a student 

ruling that the college could not punish him for exercising his constitutional rights of free 

expression. The court said the rule against criticism of state officials was "unreasonable" and 

was not relevant to the "maintenance of order and discipline" on campus. Troy State was 

ordered to readmit Dickey, but he enrolled at Auburn University instead. 

Avins V. Rutgers, 385 R2d 151 (3d Cir. 1967), 
cert den., 390 U.S. 920 (1968) 

When an editor of the Rutgers University Law Review refused to print an article 

submitted by a law school professor, the professor claimed the rejection was based on the 

editor's disagreement with the article's ideology. The Third Circuit upheld the editor's right 

to exercise his editorial judgment, noting that more material was submitted to the review 

than could be published. The court affirmed that it is the student editor who determines the 

policies and articles to be printed. The court said the professor could not insist that his piece 

be published in preference to others determined by tiie student editors to be of higher 
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quality. The fact that the review was financed in part with state funds did not require that its 

pages be open to all who wished to be represented in them. 

Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University, 
317 F.Supp. 688 (N.D. Texas 1970) 

At Texas Tech University, a recognized student organization published and 

distributed campus-wide a tabloid newspaper, the Catalyst, which sold advertising, had a 

paid circulation, and had permission to sell copies on campus. Campus officials banned 

distribution of an issue on the basis that it had no literary merit, used objectionable language 

and violated the student conduct code which prohibited lewd and vulgar language on 

campus. The Channing Club offered into evidence commercial publications sold in the 

campus bookstore and available in the library that contained the same language 

administrators had found objectionable in the Catalyst. 

A United States District Court agreed with the plaintiffs that Texas Tech had been 

guilty of discrimination against the independent student-produced publication. 

Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F.Supp. 1329 (D. Mass. 1970) 

John Antonelli, editor of the Cycle at Fitchburg (Mass.) State College, submitted an 

issue of the paper which contained an article titied "Black Moochie" to the printer of the 

paper. The printer refused to print the article which contained several four-letter words and 

so called "stteet language." Fitchburg President James J. Hammond then withdrew funding 

from the publication, prohibited distribution, and appointed an advisory board to approve 

future publications. 

Antonelli and other members of the editorial board resigned and Antonelli brought 

suit charging abridgement of his First and Fourteenth Amendment rights. 

The court found the establishment of the advisory board and tiie prior review to be 
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unconstittitional. The president had no authority to review content of the publication and 

halt funding once mandatory sttident fees had been established for tiiat purpose. 

Lee V. Board of Regents of State Colleges, 306 F. Supp. 1097, 
(W.D. Wis. 1%9), aff'd, 441 R2d 1257 (7th Cir. 1971) 

The student plaintiffs submitted three editorial ads concerning race relations, the 

Viettiam War, and an employee's union to the student newspaper, the Royal Purple, at 

Wisconsin State University, Whitewater. Student newspaper staff members wanted to 

publish the ads, but university officials and the board of regents used their power to enforce 

the campus newspaper's advertising policies of not accepting advertising on political issues. 

A federal District Court held that student papers were important forums for the 

"dissemination of news and expression of opinion" should be "open to anyone who is willing 

to pay to have his views published therein-not just open to commercial advertisers." The 

court saw refusal to accept the ads as an impermissible form of censorship. The Seventh 

Circuit affirmed the District Court's decision. 

Trujillo V. Love, 322 F.Supp. 1266 (D. Colo. 1971) 

Dorothy Trujillo was fired firom her position as managing editor of the Southern 

Colorado Sate College student newspaper, the Arrow, for attempting to print material her 

adviser considered controversial and potentially libelous. The university had taken over 

financial support of the newspaper in July 1970 and began using the newspaper as an 

"instructional tool." Previously, the Arrow had been a student enterprise financed by student 

activity fees. 

The Court found that the plan of making the Anrow a laboratory newspaper had not 

been done with sufficient clarity to alter the fomm nattire of the paper. The prior review by 

the adviser was unconstitutional and abridged the sttident editor's right of expression. Her 

suspension was an impennissible punishment of her exercise of that right. 
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Joyner v. Whiting, 477 F.2d 456 (4th Cir. 1973) 

Johnnie Joyner, \he sttident editor of the newspaper at North Carolina Centtal 

University, printed a fixDnt page editorial which stated tiiat white sttidents were not welcome 

at the previously all black school. In addition, he declared that white sttidents would not be 

allowed on the newspaper's staff and that advertising firom white-owned businesses would 

not be accepted. President Albert Whiting reacted to the editorial by withdrawing financial 

support from the paper. 

The Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit held that the president's action were 

censorship and violated the sttident staffs First Amendment rights. The Court found no 

disruption of school activities due to Joyner's policies nor any reluctance by Joyner to 

publish material with a pro-integration point of view. As a result of the litigation, the student 

editor did renounce the anti-white staffing and advertising statements he had made. 

Papish V. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri, 
410 U.S. 667 (1973) 

In 1968, Barbara Papish, a 32-year-old journalism graduate student at the University 

of Missouri, was a staff member of the local underground newspaper, Free Press 

Underground. She and three other students were arrested for distributing obscene material 

on the campus. On the fix>nt page of the issue was a political cartoon depicting a club-

wielding policeman raping the Statue of Liberty and the Goddess of Justice. Inside was an 

article with a headline which read "Motherfucker Acquitted." 

Papish was placed on disciplinary probation for the remainder of the semester, not 

given credit for one course she passed, and not allowed to re-enter school the next fall. 

While the Court of Appeals found Papish had been disciplined because of conduct, the 

Supreme Court found that content was tiie cause of the expulsion. 
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The Court found that the content was not obscene and that a double standard in the 

academic community respecting the content of speech was unconstittitional. 

Bazaar v. Fortune, 476 F.2d 570, 489 F.2d 225 (5tii Cir. 1973) aff'd, 
489 F2d 225 (5tii Cir. 1973), ceH den., 414 U.S. 995 (1974) 

Images, a sttident literary journal chartered, recognized and published by the 

University of Mississippi, was refused distribution privileges because of "obscene language" in 

two articles on race issues. The university president, who had prevented disttibution of the 

issue, formed a committee to determine the acceptability of the articles. 

The Fifth Circuit sustained a District Court's ruling that the university officials should 

not interfere in the magazine's distribution and the University's claim that of being publisher 

and able to stop publication was not valid. 

The Court later allowed the school to apply a stamp to the magazine's cover, reading 

"This is not an official publication of the University." 

New Times, Inc. v. Arizona Board of Regents, 519 P.2d 169 (Ariz. 1974) 

The New Times, Inc., publishers of a newspaper directed at college-aged readers, 

brought suit against the University of Arizona Board of Regents because newspapers, other 

than the official campus newspaper, were being restricted with sttenuous disttibution 

policies. The Regents had established regulations limiting to six the distribution points of off-

campus newspapers, requiring that they use dispensing machines, and setting a $2 fee per 

newsstand per issue. 

The Court found the regulations and the fee unconstitutional and stated that there 

was no compelling state interest which would justify such rules, sttessing tiiat a concem 

about an excessive amount of litter on campus would not be acceptable justification. 
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Veed V. Schwartzkopf, 353 F.Supp. 149 (D. Neb 1973) aff'd 475 
R2d 1407 (8th Cir. 1973), 94 S.Ct. 878, 414^5.1134 (?97̂ ^̂ ^̂  

A sttident at the University of Nebraska at Uncoln challenged mandatory sttident 

fees used by the sttident newspaper and the speakers bureau. He wanted funds cut off 

because he disagreed with the editorial content of the publication and with ideas of many 

speakers. 

The Court rejected the argument noting that the university had not attempted to 

support or advance any particular political or personal philosophy. The Court found tiiat 

universities are not prohibited firom providing a forum such as a newspaper for the 

expression of political and personal views and to use mandatory student fees to find such a 

forum. 

Thonen v. Jenkins, 517 F.2d 3 (4th Cir. 1975) 

William Schell, a student at East Carolina University, wrote a letter to the editor of 

the student newspaper, the Fountainhead, that was critical of the school's dormitory jpolicies. 

Schell also warned that the University president, Leo Jenkins, who was seeking Democratic 

nomination for governor, should choose between politics and education. The letter ended 

with the phrase, "Fuck you, Leo". President Jenkins attempted to fire Robert Thonen, the 

editor, but school regulations prevented it. Then Jenkins expelled both Schell and Thonen 

for their actions. The Fourth Circuit held that the use of one vulgar word in a letter dealing 

with a subject of importance to the campus was not enough to justify suspending the editor 

and the letter writer. 

Schiff V. Williams, 519 F.2d 257 (5th Cir. 1975) 

The editor and two associate editors of the student newspaper at Florida Atiantic 

University, the Atlantic, were dismissed firom their positions by the president of the 

university. The dismissals were based on what the president termed the poor quality of the 
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newspaper and on the editors' failure to respect university guidelines regarding tiie 

publication of the paper. The president also cited poor grammar, spelling, inaccuracies and 

language expression as reasons for the dismissals. 

The Court held that direct control over the newspaper's content by an administrator 

violated the First Amendment and awarded damages (tiiough only $1) and back pay to the 

student editors. 

Arrrington v. Taylor, 380 F.Supp. 1348 (M.D. N.C. 1974), 
aff'd, 526 F.2d 587 (4th Cir. 1975) 

Students at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, claimed that their First 

Amendment rights of free speech were abridged by the University's requirement that they 

lend financial support to a publication, the student newspaper, that took editorial positions 

with which they disagreed. They also claimed the newspaper censored material, thus forcing 

them to pay for a publication which violated their First Amendment rights. 

Although the complaining students had legal standing to bring the suit to court, they 

did not have standing to maintain action based on censorship by state university officials of 

the newspaper even though such censorship would violate First Amendment rights of the 

student staff. 

The Court found that the newspaper had not been created for, and did not function 

to further any governmental program, and that officials had not regulated the Daily Tar Heel 

for their own interests. The university was simply funding a forum for the expression of 

student opinions. 

Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock, 536 F.2d 1073 
(5th Cir. 1976), cert: den., 430 U.S. 982 (1977) 

The Mississippi Gay Alliance attempted to have an information ad published in the 

Mississippi State University sttident newspaper, the Reflector. Bill Goudelock, sttident editor, 

refused to accept the ad, although tiie paper printed other advertisements, both commercial 
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and editorial. According to tiie court, neither the faculty adviser nor the school 

administration played any part in Goudelock's decision. The Gay Alliance officers, three 

non-sttidents, brought legal action to force acceptance of the ad and to recover monetary 

damages firom the student editor, advisers, and university president. 

The Fifth Circuit said the editor's refusal to accept the ad did not constitute state 

action since it was the decision of a private individual, not the university. The Court 

reasoned that while the paper was supported in part by mandatory student activity fees, the 

editor was elected by the students, not appointed by the institution. Interference with the 

editor's decision would have been censorship on the part of the institution. 

Kania v. Fordham, 702 F.2d 475 (4th Cir. 1983) 

Several students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill brought action 

alleging that the use of mandatory student activity fees to partially fund the student 

newspaper, the Daily Tar Heel, violated their constitutional rights. They reasoned that 

through the fees, the state was forcing them to subsidize a publication even though they 

disagreed with many of its editorial positions. 

The Court ruled against the students, saying their constitutional rights were only 

minimally and indirectly restricted by the funding arrangement and that the Daily Tar Heel 

increased the overall exchange of information, ideas and opinion on campus. The Court 

also said the university could not compel the student newspaper to provide equal access to 

those disagreeing with its editorial positions without running afoul of the constitutional 

guarantee of a firee press. 

Stanley v. Magrath, 719 F.2d 279 (8th Cir. 1983) 

Following the publication of a "Humor Issue" by the sttident newspaper at the Twin 

Cities campuses of the University of Minnesota, the Minnesota DaUy, tiie Board of Regents 

changed the fee support system to reduce \he newspaper's financial support. The issue 
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satirized Christ, the Roman Catholic Church, evangelical religion and public figures using 

scatological language and explicit and implicit references to sexual acts. 

The Bghth Circuit ordered the university to restore universal mandatory student fees 

for the newspaper and to pay the paper's legal costs. The revised fee system allowed 

students to obtain a refund of the previously compulsory fee, but only on the Twin Cities 

campus of the University of Minnesota system and was held to be an unconstitutional 

attempt to punish the newspaper. 

Mi7/iner v. Turner, 436 So.2d 1300 (La. App. 1983) 

Two faculty members of Southern University of New Orleans sued three editors of 

the school's newspaper for libel when they were described as a "proven fool" and "racist" in 

editorials. As a result the student editors asked that the university be joined as a party to the 

suit. A trial court found both the student editors and the institution responsible for libel. 

The school appealed, claiming it could not be held responsible for the actions of its 

students. The state appellate court agreed noting that the content of the newspaper was 

controlled by the editorial judgment and discretion of the student editors, not the institution. 

Since the institution acted in an advisory capacity only. Southern University was exempt 

from any liability for the student newspaper's libels. 

Sinn V. Daily Nebraskan, 638 F.Supp. 143 (D. Neb. 1986), 
aff'd, 829 F.2d 662 (8th Cir. 1987) 

Two students tried to place in the Daily Nebraskan, the campus newspaper at the 

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, advertisements seeking roommates and noting their sexual 

orientation. The sttident advertising editor rejected the ads because they were contrary to 

an advertising policy which protected sexual orientation firom discrimination. The potential 

advertisers sued claiming that the rejection of the ads by the state-funded sttident newspaper 

was an infringement of tiieir First Amendment rights. 
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Two federal courts disagreed, holding that the First Amendment protects only against 

actions of state actors, those acting under the authority of the government. The Court said 

that because the sttident editor made the decision to reject the ads in question without any 

force firom school officials or the school's publication board and because his decision was 

protected by the First Amendment, the sttident advertisers' First Amendment rights were not 

infringed. 

Lueth V. St Clair Community College, 732 F.Supp. 
1410 (E.D. Mich. S.D. 1990) 

The student editor of the Erie Square Gazette, the student newspaper at St. Clair 

Community College published an advertisement for a Canadian nude dancing club on page 

one of the newspaper. The advertisement sttessed the Canadian drinking age of 19 (the 

drinking age is 21 in Michigan) and the total nudity of the dancers. When the editor was 

told she could not publish additional advertisements from the club, she filed suit asserting 

First Amendment violations. 

The Court said that the Gazette was not a laboratory situation but a student 

administered activity operated entirely by student participants with disttibution throughout 

the local community supported partially by outside advertising. Consequently, the college's 

regulation of such advertising was set to meet the interests of the institution and prohibition 

against the advertising violated the editor's constitutional rights. 

Hays County Guardian v. Supple, 969 F.2d 111 (5th Cir. 1992) 

The Hays County Guardian, a small local newspaper with firee disttibution, along 

with university sttidents brought action contending that regulations at Southwest Texas State 

University unconstitutionally restticted the disttibution of the Guardian on campus. The 

university regulations allowed sales of publications only through vending machines or in 

stands in a designated area. Free newspapers containing advertisements were prohibited. 
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The claim was also made regarding mandatory sttident fees used to finance the 

University Star, the campus newspaper. 

The court ruled that university grounds are in fact pubic forums for the speech of the 

students thus leaving open ample alternative channels of communication. 

As to whether the use of mandatory student fees to support the university-sponsored 

student newspaper violated the First Amendment rights of those students objecting to 

subsidizing views with which they disagree, the Court declared that such subsidy does not 

violate First Amendment rights. 
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CH/^.-:HR vm 

TRENDS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR COURT DECISIONS AND THE 

PUBUC COLLEGE STUDENT PRESS 

1967 TO 1993 

Trends 1967 -1993 

According to Nichols (1976), judicial protection of federal constittitional rights of 

sttidents in this county did not occur until tiie 1960s. There was no recognition of the right 

to fireedom of the speech or expression for public secondary students until Tfnicer v. Des 

Moines Independent School District (1969), the landmark case in the expansion of sttident 

rights, both speech and press for public schools, and consequentiy for public colleges and 

universities as well. Although the Tinker case was based on expression by high school 

students, it laid the groundwork for many fireedom of speech cases at the public college level. 

The Supreme Court held that students could not be punished for wearing black arm bands 

as a form of protest against the Vietnam war. The Court emphasized that there was no 

interruption, interference or disruption of school activities because of the students' 

expression which has since been equated with firee speech. 

Prior to the 1960s, few decisions protected student press fireedom, and none have 

been discovered protecting that fireedom on constitutional grounds. In early student 

expression cases, courts emphasized that school authorities had broad authority to discipline 

if they were convinced the expression had a "bad effect" on the school. No evidentiary 

showing of a harmful effect was required. Thus was the "bad tendency" docttine of early 

English and American law of expression applied witiiin the school (Nichols, 1976, p. 370). 

The legal docttine of in loco parentis served most institutions well. College and 

university administi^tors served "in place of parents" and handled most instances of student 

disorder or violations by student editors as disciplinary cases. As a result very few cases 
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involving sttidents' rights to publish were tried before the Tinker case. College officials acted 

not only on the basis of written laws but also on what tiiey deemed to be in the best interests 

of the institution (Durham, 1988). 

Until the late 1960s the courts continued to allow public school officials to resttict 

sttident expression on grounds nanrower than tiiose applying to tiie public at large. The 

courts underscored tiie fact tiiat school authorities had broad discretion to discipline sttidents 

if they were convinced that the students' actions, whether involving expression or not, were 

harmful to the interests of the school (Nichols, 1976). 

According to Ingelhart (1979, p. 49), "The 1960s were tiie dark ages of American 

campus journalism just as the early 1800s were the dark ages of American journalism. 

Newspapers of that era were captives of the political wars of that age; their record of bias 

and political chicanery made them virtually worthless as communications media." During 

this era, the first case recognizing the First Amendment rights of college journalists occurred 

in 1967. Although the student editor, Gary Dickey, did not return to the school and the case 

was declared moot, Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education Troy State University was 

a significant case in college press law. It was the first time that administtators were told they 

could not punish a student editor for content that they deemed objectionable nor could they 

censor the content of the publication. The student editor was recognized as the one to 

determine content of a publication. Only one other college press case was decided in the 

1960s: Avins v. Rutgers. Once again, tiie right of the student editor to control content of 

the press was reinforced by the court. Even when a faculty member demanded publication, 

only the student editor could detemiine tiie content of tiie publication. 

During the 1970s federal and state courts were filled with litigation involving the 

public college student press. There were nine cases tiiat reached the appeal level during tiiis 

time: Joyner (1973); Papish (1973); Bazaar (1974); New Times (1974); Veed (1974); 

Thonen (1975); Schiff (1975); Arrington (1975); and Mississippi Gay Alliance (1977). 
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There were another four cases tiiat were important in tiie precedent they set at a lower court 

level: Channing Club (1970); Antonelli (1970); Lee (1970); and Tmjillo (1971). 

Four of the cases-Channing Club (1970); Antonelli (1970); and Papish (1973); and 

Bazaar (1974)-were based on charges of obscenity by ihe sttident press. In aU four 

instances, the ruling was against tiie instittitions and tiie censorship of protected speech. 

In four of the cases-Trufi//o (1971); Papish (1973); Thonen (1975); and Schiff 

(1975)-the sttident editor was punished by the institution for editorial actions. In all four 

cases, the court ruled in favor of the sttident editor, noting tiie violation of First Amendment 

rights by the public institutions. 

The Joyner case in 1974 was purely a case of censorship by the institution regarding 

information the president considered racist. The court held for the student editor and his 

constitutional rights. 

One case. New Times (1974), held that disttibution regulations established by the 

institution were unconstitutional and that only time, place and manner could be restricted by 

the institution. 

Two cases-Veed (1974) and Arrington (1975) were the result of lawsuits by 

university students rejecting the subsidy of the student newspaper by mandatory student 

activity fees. Again, the courts ruled in favor of the newspaper stating that First Amendment 

rights of the press superseded minor infiractions of student's rights. 

There were two cases in the decade that addressed the issue of advertising in a 

student newspaper. In Lee (1970) the court determined that as a public forum, the student 

newspaper must accept editorial advertisements or censorship would occur. A contrary 

decision was reached in Mississippi Gay Alliance (1977) when tiie student editor was once 

again recognized as tiie final authority in detennining content of the newspaper. 

The 1980s saw only four public college press cases that reached the appeal level of 

jurisdiction. Two of those cases-Kania (1983) and Stanley (1983)-involved the question of 

the constittitionality of mandatory fees funding the sttident newspaper. In the first case, 
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Kania, 1983, which was filed by sttidents, the court niled in favor of subsidizing the sttident 

newspaper as the courts had in Veed (1974) and Arrington (1975). In Stanley (1983) the 

instittition had changed a fee funding system to punish tiie sttident newspaper. The court 

found in favor of the sttident newspaper and forced tiie university to pay tiie newspaper's 

legal costs amounting to more than $182,000. 

In 1983, the Milliner court detennined tiiat tiie instittition was not responsible for the 

content of tiie sttident newspaper. The court emphasized tiiat censorship would take place if 

the institution was, in fact, liable for content of the sttident publication. 

The last case determined in tiie 1980s was Sinn (1987). The Supreme Court 

supported the lower courts rulings that the student editor conttolled the content of the 

newspaper-even advertising content. The court noted that state action was not present 

because the student editor acted alone in making the editorial decision regarding acceptable 

advertising in the student newspaper. 

Two cases have already reached high courts in the 1990s. In Lueth (1990) the 

student editor was told not to accept an objectionable advertisement. Instead, the editor ran 

the advertisement and the court supported that action. Once again, the student editor was 

seen as responsible for determining the content of the campus newspaper. 

Finally, in Hays County Guardian (1992) the court ruled that the university's 

regulations regarding access to the campus and disttibution were unconstitutional. The court 

also found that even though students disagreed with the philosophy of the student 

newspaper, their First Amendment rights were not violated even if the newspaper received 

support fi-om student activity fees. 

The issues surrounding censorship of the college student press and legal restraints on 

student publications are both controversial and complex. Yet the First Amendment rights of 

sttidents have been consistentiy protected in tiie past ttventy-five years. In only one case 

was the student newspaper charged with a violation of First Amendment rights. And in tiiat 

instance it was tiie administt^tion tiiat forced a university acceptability policy to be enforced. 
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Lee remains a conttoversial decision contrary to all otiier findings, tiie court said tiiat a 

sttident newspaper must open its pages to all editorial advertising. Courts have since ruled 

that it is solely tiie decision of tiie student editor as to tiie content of tiie newspaper. 

Over the years, editorial autonomy and fireedom of the public college student press 

have come to mean, among other things, immunity firom prior restraints or censorship firom 

university authorities. The campus is open to the exchange of ideas, speech and expression, 

and can be regulated only by time, place and manner. The courts have consistentiy found in 

favor of the First Amendment rights of the student editor. The courts have advised 

institutions that less regulation means less liability. Regulate within reason, but do not 

censor. 

In summary, the following cases by issue occurred during the decades indicated: 

1960s: First Amendment - 2 cases {Dickey and Avins) 

1970s: Post-publication punishment - 3 cases {Trujillo, Thonen, Schiff); Censorship 

-1 case {Joyner); Obscenity - 4 cases {Channing Club, Antonelli, Papish, Bazaar); Access to 

campus -1 case {New Times); Activity fees - 2 cases {Veed, Arrington); Advertising - 2 cases 

{Lee, Mississippi Gay Alliance). 

1980s: Activity fees - 2 cases (Kania, Stanley); Instittitional liability - 1 case 

(Mi//iner); Advertising -1 case {Sinn). 

1990s: Advertising - 1 case {Lueth); Access/Fees -1 case {Hays County Guardian). 

Conclusions 

The legal summaries and interpretations presented in tiie previous chapters provide 

answers to tiie research questions posed at tiie beginning of tiie sttidy. It is evident tiiat tiie 

ttventy-one court cases sttidied in deptii have provided extensive infomtiation reveaUng tiie 

issues before tiie college sttident press firom 1967 to 1993. 

According to Mark Goodman (1992), attorney and Director of tiie Student Press Uw 

Center in Washington, D.C, First Amendment issues such as censorship and prior restt^int 
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constittite bettveen 90-95% of tiie public college press cases tiiat have been decided in tiie 

last ttA/enty-five years. Related First Amendment issues such as obscenity, 

commercial/editorial advertising, student activity fees and campus access are tiie dominant 

issues of the period. Although there has been some concem expressed about the areas of 

unprotected speech including libel, obscenity and privacy, none of these issues has been 

heard before a higher court. 

During this time, the courts have unquestionably given the public college student 

press First Amendment rights. Regardless of the press issue involved, the courts have found 

that the student editor is solely responsible for the content of the publication. 

Because of the complexity of press law, persons involved with the public college 

student press would be advised to become familiar with pertinent court decisions. Society 

has become litigious with lawsuits occurring with greater frequency. Public college 

administrators must understand the influence of the law on their work with students and 

particularly with the student newspaper. This study has provided a basic understanding of 

public college press law that can be used in forming policies in working with the student 

press. 

As a result of the review of significant court cases, those at the appeal level or higher, 

the researcher has composed a list of fifty-nine guidelines for public college or university 

officials who want to avoid legal entanglements. Those guidelines follow in Chapter DC, 

p. 80. 

Recommendations 

As a result of the research and findings concerning the public college student press, 

tiie writer has determined tiiat tiiere is a need for futtire research regarding tiie legal issues 

affecting botii tiie instittition and tiie sttident editors of tiie high school sttident press and tiie 

private college sttident press in tiie United States. Administrators and sttident publications 

personnel in botii of tiiese areas would benefit firom a chronological sttidy of cases, 
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summaries of cases, and guidelines as provided for the public college student press in this 

sttidy. The researcher also recommends that guidelines specifically designed to address the 

student editor of public as well as private college student publications and high school 

publications be researched and provided. 

In addition, the researcher also recommends that additional research be performed 

on the rights of the student editor regarding both editorial and commercial advertising. 

Additional research is also needed in respect to the public forum theory and its ramifications 

on the rights of the student editor. 
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CHAPTER DC 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PUBUC COLLEGE PRESS 

Case law clearly illustrates tiiat tiie administrator's autiiority to control tiie sttident 

press in public instittitions is substantially limited. Altiiough each case differs to some extent 

and each court's findings are quite specific, administrators have lost in tiie courts. A different 

regulatory technique and a different rationale for regulation may be the subjects of particular 

cases, but the courts have consistentiy agreed that administrators cannot censor. Situations 

may vary, but the verdicts have not. College sttidents, specifically sttidents on college 

publication's staffs, clearly possess First Amendment rights which may not be violated by the 

university administration or faculty. 

However, many of the cases reviewed do suggest that public institutions can 

establish regulations for the student press. In Joyner v. Whiting (1973), the court said that 

the student press can be prohibited firom racial discrimination on its staffing and advertising 

policies. In Bazaar v. Fortune (1974), the court found that institutions may dissociate 

themselves firom student publications to the extent of requiring or placing a disclaimer on the 

cover or elsewhere in the publication. In Schiff v. Williams (1975), the court suggested 

enigmatically that there may be "special circumstances" where administrators may regulate 

the press to prevent "significant disruption on the university campus or within the 

educational process" (Kaplin, 1978). 

The directive to administrators at public institutions is one of regulation, not 

censorship. It is imperative, however, that the administrator avoid any control of content 

when establishing regulations regarding the sttident press. Students in tiie publications area 

of campus life may be regulated much the same as other students or student organizations 

are regulated by university policies. 

As sttident editors accept tiie right to conttol tiie content of sttident publications, tiiey 

must also accept tiie responsibility for perfomiing in an etiiical and professional manner 
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witiiin tiie canons of good journalism. It is an obligation of botii tiie sttident staffs and 

university administtators to ensure tiiat tiiese campus publications do not contain libelous, 

obscene, seditious, or otiierwise unlawful material. 

While publishers of commercial newspapers have a virtually unBmited right to censor 

tiie contents of tiieir publications, tiie prerogative of college administtators to exercise tiie 

same degree or prior resttaint is severely limited by tiie First Amendment. Generally, tiie 

instittition can only censor matters which are clearly unlawful and which are not protected by 

tiie First Amendment. And clearly, tiie sttident editor must be involved in tiiese decisions as 

well (Ryskamp and Simon, 1975). 

As public university administrators recognize tiie serious implications of regulations 

reganding the sttident press, they can better forni administrative policies and operational 

guidelines addressing tiie particular needs of tiiis sttident activity. Perhaps more than any 

other area on campus, the student press can be a hot bed of misunderstandings affecting not 

only the university but the local community as well. 

The university administrator must be aware that the maturity of the students reading 

and producing the publications is an important factor in setting guidelines. The courts have 

found that administrators must demonstrate a compelling governmental interest to interfere 

with the First Amendment free press rights of students on a public university campus. 

However, secondary or elementary administrators reviewing school-sponsored publications 

generally need show only a reasonable basis for restraining or limiting student expression. 

Whereas college and university administrators must meet the "sttict scrutiny" standards of 

judicial review for interference with student publications, secondary school officials need only 

show a "reasonable" bjasis for interference regarding content and distribution (Avery and 

Simpson, 1987). 

A university administrator must provide specific guidelines regarding any prior review 

an^ngement as was demonstrated in tiie case of Dorotiiy Trujillo, Trujillo v. Love (1971). 

While the courts have consistentiy shown that prior review is impermissible regarding First 
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Amendment protected speech, tiie instittition can establish specific guidelines regarding 

unprotected and unlawful speech. The instittition should be aware of tiie courts directive 

tiiat any prior resttaint will be questioned regarding constittitional validity and should be 

carefully managed to protect constittitional fireedoms. As a result, an adequate and prompt 

appeal process must be established along witii "nan-ow, objective and reasonable" standards 

set in advance and written to be easily understood by tiie average college sttident. On tiie 

secondary or elementary school level, prior restraint is constitutionally pennissible in most 

federal circuits. The school's regulatory system must contain sufficient, precise, pre-existing 

criteria and an expeditious review process which provides for a prompt and adequate appeal 

process. 

Laws regarding the college student press are complex. Major differences exist 

between regulations of college student publications and those on the secondary or 

elementary level. To avoid potential litigation and constitutional challenges, the following 

guidelines are suggested for student publication policies by responsible public institutions. 

Contributors to this collection of guidelines include Avery and Simpson (1987), Barr (1990), 

Durham (1988), Ingelhart (1985), Kaplin (1978), Simpson (1980), and Stone and Zedalis 

(1983). 

1. The Constitution does not compel an institution to establish an official student 

newspaper. However, the courts have held that once a newspaper has been established as 

a forum for sttident expression, administtators may not censor that speech as expressed in 

Antonelli v. Hammond (1970). 

2. A college need not establish a campus newspaper, but if it does so, publication 

cannot be suppressed because administrators disapprove of editorial content as referenced in 

Antonelli v. Hammond (1970). 

3. Once a campus newspaper has been established, an institution cannot stop 

funding for reasons related to editorial content. Issues wholly unrelated to tiie First 
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Amendment may be reason for reduced funding. Cases supporting tiiis guideline include 

Antonelli v. Hammond (1970) and Stanley v. Magrath (1983). 

4. A university or college can structure any type of campus newspaper so long as tiie 

sttucture of that newspaper does not prevent sttidents firom expressing their own opinions. 

Two cases supporting tiiis guideline are Trujillo v. Love (1971) and Lueth v. St. Clair 

Community College (1990). 

5. Once a student newspaper staff has been granted editorial autonomy, rettoactively 

applied university regulations tiiat resttict that autonomy violate tiie editors' First 

Amendment rights. Trujillo v. Love (1971) and Bazaar v. Fortune (1974) support tiiis 

recommendation. 

6. The administration of an institution cannot practice censorship of constitutionally 

protected speech by suspending student editors, suppressing circulation, requiring prior 

review of controversial articles, censoring offensive materials, withdrawing financial support, 

or asserting any other form of censorial oversight. Cases noting this guideline include Dickey 

V. Alabama State Board of Education (1968), Antonelli v. Hammond (1970), and Trujillo v. 

Love (1971). 

7. Presidents, faculty advisers, publication boards or otiiers may not infiinge on tiie 

First Amendment rights of the student press through unreasonable rules or actions. This was 

indicated in Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education (1968). 

8. Although administrators may make rules and regulations for student publications 

to maintain order and discipline, tiiese rules must be nan-owly drawn and must not infiinge 

on tiie sttidents' First Amendment rights. Support for tiiis guideline is found in Trujillo v. 

Love (1971). 

9. Fears by representatives of an institution of campus or class disruption, libel, and 

charges of obscenity are insufficient grounds for restticting free expression. Cases supporting 

tills finding include Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District (1969) 

and Channing Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University (1970). 
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10. Sttident speech can be prohibited when it materially and substantially disrupts or 

interferes witii school activities or witii tiie rights of otiier sttidents or of school personnel. 

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District (1969) and Papish v. Board 

of Curators of the University of Missouri (1973) support tiiis conclusion. 

11. Restt-aint of tiie sttident press by college or university administtators is allowed 

when tiie distribution of material presents a clear and present danger to tiie peace and order 

of tiie instittition as clearly defined in prescribed guidelines. Tru;i7/o v. Love (1971) provides 

support for this recommendation. 

12. Examples of "a substantial disruption of the educational process," which is a 

legally accepted concem of university administrators, include actual violence such as fights, 

or a disruption such as announcing that classes have been dismissed. A high school case, 

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District (1969), supports tiiis finding 

by the United States Supreme Court as does tiie college case of Schiff v. Williams (1975). 

13. Defamation or libel by the press is speech that is not protected by the First 

Amendment. Administrators and student editors should be aware of aspects of libel law 

regarding public figures or public officials. New York Times v. Sullivan (1964) references 

this guideline. 

14. Requirements for libelous material include: (1) the statement be false; (2) the 

publication must cause injury to the person libeled, including but not limited to injury of 

reputation; and (3) the falsehood may be attributable to some fault or negligence on tiie part 

of the person or organization publishing it. Administrators are well advised to review state 

statutes in the area of libel. New York Times v. Sullivan (1964) supports tiiese guidelines 

regarding libel. 

15. If the subject of the libel is a public official or meets the definition of the courts as 

a "public figure," the statement must have been made witii "actual malice," that is, witii 

knowledge of its falsity or witii reckless disregard for its trutii or falsity. This guideline is 

supported by New York Times v. Sullivan (1964). 
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16. Resttaints of tiie sttident press are allowed witiiin tiie limits of libel, obscenity, 

and invasion of privacy but should be enacted as self-restt înt by sttident journalists, not as 

censorship by advisers or administrators. Antonelli v. Hammond (1970) supports tiiis 

conclusion. 

17. The Constitution does not protect "fighting words" which invite lawless reactions 

if they are personally abusive epitiiets which when addressed to tiie ordinary citizen are, as a 

matter of common knowledge, likely to provoke violent actions. The newspaper must be 

careful in its policies because expressions which stir people to anger, invite public argument, 

cause unrest, or create an apprehension of disturbance are not fighting words and are 

protected by the First Amendment. 

18. Guidelines that establish a system of prior review for unprotected speech and for 

prevention of a substantial disruption must be specific and narrowly drawn. All terms within 

these guidelines must be fully defined and understandable by the average student. A timely 

appeal system must be included. The case of Antone//i v. Hammond (1970) references this 

guideline. 

19. A reasonable system of prior review must specify to whom the material is to be 

submitted for approval and must limit the time in which a decision must be reached. A 

contingency must be specified should the school official not meet tiiat time fi^me. In 

addition, the sttident should be given tiie right to appear before the decision-maker to state 

their case. If the official decides to ban disttibution, a timely appeal procedure must be 

provided. Antonelli v. Hammond (1970) is noted in tills area. 

20. Administtators cannot censor, criticize or punish sttident newspapers critical of 

school officials, tiie government or tiie legislattire. Dickey v. Alabama State Board of 

Education (1968) references tiiis finding. 

21. To avoid state action, a sttident newspaper should be organized witii all editorial 

conttol under tiie direction of tiie sttident editor. Cases supporting tiiis guideline include 

Arrington v. Taylor (1976) and Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987). 
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22. Sttident newspaper policies should encourage tiie maintenance of editorial 

fireedom witii corollary responsibilities governed by tiie canons of etiiical joumalism. 

23. The sttident newspaper policies should prohibit members of tiie sttident staff 

fix)m serving as representatives of student government. 

24. A sttident newspaper does not exist as a means for tiie propagation of 

institutional philosophies or public relations endeavors. Schiff v. Williams (1975) enforces 

this court finding. 

25. The student press may be prohibited fi-om racial discrimination in its staffing and 

advertising policies and should follow federal and state guidelines in employment practices. 

Joyner v. Whiting, 1973, supports this finding. 

26. An institution may disassociate itself from a student publication by requiring or 

placing a disclaimer on the cover or format of the publication as determined in Bazaar v. 

Fortune, 1974. This disclaimer may help avoid confusion concerning the publication's status 

within the institution. 

27. An advisory board may be established to assist or advise a student publication. If 

content is questioned prior to publication, the board, not the students, must prove the 

validity of the infraction of use of unprotected or illegal speech. The board must also 

provide for a prompt review and internal appeal along with a prompt and final judicial 

determination. 

28. Administtators should be aware of tiie law and their legal obligations regarding 

the student newspaper. 

29. Because the law changes, administrators should review annually institutional 

sttident press policies and procedures to remain consistent witii tiie cunrent stattis of tiie law. 

30. A public instittition can be held accountable for monetary fines if any 

administt^tor has conttol over tiie content of tiie sttident newspaper. If tiiis is not tiie case, 

tiie sttident editor is held accountable. The legal liability is witii tiie sttident editor, not tiie 

instittition. Supporting tiiis guideline is tiie case Milliner v. Turner (1983). 
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31. An adviser, knowledgeable in tiie legal aspects of publishing, should be available 

to tiie sttident newspaper staff to provide advice, guidance, and continuity in tiie 

publication's operation. 

32. Faculty or staff members serving as publications advisers are limited to advising 

sttident staff members on questions of content and may not censor. Should censorship 

occur, this would be state action and the institution would be liable. 

33. The advisers' supervision in the technical, business and financial operations of 

the publication, should not chill or infringe on firee expression or determination of the 

publication's content. 

34. Institutions may establish and enforce reasonable regulations as to the time, 

place, and manner of distribution of publications so long as those regulations do not exert 

prior control of content or subject matter or punish persons distributing materials protected 

by the First Amendment. Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri (1973). 

35. An institution can refuse distribution on campus to publications whose content 

poses a clear and present danger of substantial disruption of the college's educational 

program or the destruction of its property or facilities. 

36. An editor or student staff member can be disciplined or removed firom the 

publication's staff for a cause unrelated to tiie content of tiie paper such as stealing 

newspaper funds or not enrolling as a student. 

37. An editor cannot be removed by the administration for poor grammar, poor 

spelling, and poor use of language that might embanrass the instittition as indicated in Schiff 

v. Williams (1975). 

38. Publication guidelines should be included in tiie official publications of tiie school 

and circulated to sttidents in tiie same manner as is otiier material such as class schedules. A 

culmination of readings and court cases supports tiiis recommendation. 

39. An instittition may regulate any content which is illegal under state law because it 

is obscene or libelous. 
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40. The standard for measuring "obscene" language varies according to tiie school 

setting and mattirity of tiie audience for which tiie publication is intended. The First 

Amendment does not provide for a dual standard in tiie academic community witii respect to 

tiie content of speech as noted in Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri 

(1973) and Bazaar v. Fortune (1974). 

41. Obscenity is not definable in tenns of an instittition's or an administtator's own 

personal conceptions of taste, decency, or propriety. Obscenity can be defined only in temis 

of tiie guidelines tiie courts have consttiicted to prevent tiie concept from being used to 

choke off controversial social or political dialogue. Papish v. Board of Curators of the 

University of Missouri (1973) and Bazaar v. Fortune (1974) support tiiis recommendation. 

42. An institution may prohibit judicially recognized and statutorily prohibited forms 

of obscenity or pornography in student publications. 

43. Obscenity that is not protected by the Constitution pertains primarily to hardcore 

pornography or scatological depictions. A definition firom Mi7/er v. California supports this 

guideline. 

44. While the institution can exercise a wide amount of discretion when establishing 

"standards of decency" for a student publication, the standards must not be arbitrary, 

capricious, or overly restrictive or infiringe on the First Amendment freedom of the press. 

School officials cannot prohibit the use of vulgar or profane words. Cases supporting this 

conclusion include Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri (1973), Bazaar 

V. Fortune (1974) and Thonen v. Jenkins (1975). 

45. Institutions may discipline students on a publications staff after obscene material 

has h)een published or prior to publication if conscientious procedures are followed. 

However, institutions must follow court definitions of obscenity and provide clear guidelines 

to tiie sttident staff regarding same. Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of 

Missouri (1973) and Bazaar v. Fortune (1974) support tiiis recommendation. 
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46. Institutions may discipline sttidents on a publications staff for publishing libelous 

material in tiie same manner as for obscene material. As witii obscenity, sttingent prxxedural 

safeguards must be in place based solely on technical legal definitions. 

47. Advertising tiiat is false or misleading or proposing illegal t^nsactions can be 

conttolled by sttidents of a student publication. 

48. A sttident newspaper operating independentiy of tiie instittition is tiie clearest 

example of a no conttol/no liability sittiation. Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987) supports tiiis 

recommendation. 

49. The courts have found tiiat sttident editors are not state employees because tiiey 

are not salaried by tiie university or subject to university conttol. If a sttident editor receives 

a salary, payment is made horn advertising revenue or from student activity funding. Kania 

V. Fordham (1983) and Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987) fomi tiie basis for tiiis 

recommendation. 

50. Commercial advertising is not protected by the First Amendment and can be 

regulated reasonably by tiie state. Advertising which presents ideas, infonnation, political 

advocacy, editorial views, or opinions does enjoy First Amendment protection. A review of 

Kania v. Fordham (1983) and Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987) assists in setting tiiis 

guideline. 

51. The student newspaper policies should state that although the newspaper 

accepts institutional announcements for publication, the newspaper does not guarantee the 

printing of such announcements. If the institution wants to guarantee publication of an 

announcement, it must buy advertising space. Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan (1987) supports this 

conclusion. 

52. While a student newspaper receives student activity funding or other services 

from the university, the newspaper still functions as a private newspaper in its editorial 

functions. Arrington v. Taylor (1976) and Kania v. Fordham (1983) provide support for tiiis 

recommendation. 
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53. The student newspaper is a limited public forum for the purposes of access witii 

the sttident editor detennining editorial policy. This approach provides a sttong legal 

position for student newspapers and accommodates tiie editorial function that is essential. 

Arrington v. Taylor (1976) notes this conclusion. 

54. The student newspaper is not required to allow unrestticted access by the general 

public to its pages. A student editor may not be forced by the administration to include 

specific editorial content and to allow unrestricted access. 

55. The student editor should be encouraged to open the pages of the newspaper to 

the inclusion of varying, diverse, contrasting, or even unpopular viewpoints. If there is an 

available means for the dissemination of ideas, then there will be no violation of the First 

Amendment. Veed v. Schwartzkopf (1974) notes this guideline. 

56. Although not bound editorially by student activity funding, the responsible 

student editor should be aware of the need for sensitivity to the views of the entire university 

community. 

57. The student editor functions as an independent contractor as opposed to an 

employee when a sttident/faculty publications board selects the editor to perfonn editorial 

duties. The specific manner in which those duties are perfomied should be left to the 

editor's discretion. A sttident editor elected by tiie sttident body functions in tiie same 

manner. Kania v. Fordham (1983) supports tiiis guideline. 

58. The sttident newspaper policies should state tiiat tiie newspaper is editorially 

independent and tiiat tiie infonnation, ideas and opinions are not tiiose of tiie university but 

ratiier of tiie sttident staff. Two cases supporting tiiis guideline are Arrington v. Taylor 

(1976) and Kania v. Fordham (1983). 

59. An instittition cannot ban tiie disttibution of literattire because it contains 

advertising or because conttibutions are solicited in connection witii tiiat disttibution. Hays 

County Guardian v. Supple (1992) supports tiiis conclusion of tiie court. 
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For additional information regarding the issues involved in the establishment of the 

above guidelines, please note that guidelines 1-39 are discussed in Chapter H, beginning on 

p. 18; guidelines 40-46 in Chapter ID, beginning on p. 41; guidelines 47-51 in Chapter IV, 

beginning on p. 48; guidelines 52-58 in Chapter V, beginning on p. 56; and guideline 59 in 

Chapter VI, beginning on p. 61. Because of the complexity of the issues, the court cases 

that prompted the creation of these guidelines may be found in more than one chapter of 

this study. 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTER TO JURORS FOR CASE SIGNDFICANCE 

Lf^;^"l!*^^T*° '^"""^l ̂ '- ^ ^ F ' ^ '^- ^^"•' ^̂ ""̂  Goodman, Bnice Kramer, Owen McWhorter, Jr., and James Tidwell on February 17,1993. 

Dear 

As a doctoral sttident in higher education at Texas Tech University, I am presentiy 

writing a dissertation entitied "Sttident Press at Public Universities: Impact of Significant 

United States Court Cases 1967 to 1993." My doctoral advisory committee, chaired by Dr. 

Len Ainsworth, has suggested that I fonn a jury of legal experts who could assist me in 

making certain that significant court cases occurring between 1967 to 1993 have been 

included in the study. I would appreciate your participation as a juror. 

Your participation as a juror will be limited to the following process: 

1. There are three lists of court cases in chronological order which apply to my 

study. List #1 includes court cases based on the following definition: Significant court cases 

refers to court cases determined at the following levels: U.S. Supreme Court, Federal 

appeals courts or state supreme courts. Those cases upheld by the Supreme Court after 

having first been tried in state supreme court are of particular interest. 

Simply read the citations and indicate any which do not meet the stated criteria in 

the above definition. (You do not have to review the case itself) 

2. Based on your knowledge of the college sttident press and the courts, you may 

choose whether or not you comment on the inclusion of the cases on the second list in my 

study. 

List #2 includes court cases in chronological order that were determined at lower 

courts but have had an impact on a particular issue regarding tiie college sttident press. 

Simply include any comments noting tiiat tiiese cases wanant inclusion in tiie sttidy because 

of tiieir impact or indicate tiiose cases tiiat you believe are not important enough for 
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inclusion. 

3. Again, based on your knowledge of tiie college sttident press and tiie courts, you 

may choose whetiier or not you comment on tiie inclusion of tiie cases of tiie tiiird list in my 

study. 

List #3 includes court cases in chronological order tiiat addressed tiie high school 

press. Simply include any comments noting tiiat tiiese cases wanant inclusion in the sttidy 

because of their impact on the college press or indicate those cases that you believe are not 

important enough for inclusion. 

I sincerely appreciate your participation as a juror for validation of the court cases 

included in my dissertation topic. Thank your for returning the lists along with your 

comments to me no later than March 1, 1993. Please use the address label enclosed along 

with postage. My fax number is (806) 742-2434 should you choose to fax your response. I 

can be reached during regular business hours at (806) 742-3388. 

Sincerely, 

Jan T. Childress 
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Ust#l 

Sign^cant Court Cases based on definition: Significant court cases refers to court 
cases determined at the following levels: U.S. Supreme Court, Federal appeals courts or 
state supreme courts. Those cases upheld by the Supreme Court after having first been 
tried in state supreme court are of particular interest. 

Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education, 273 F.Supp. 613 (M.D. Ala. 1967); dismissed 
as moot sub. nom., 402 F.2d 515 (5tii Cir. 1968) 

Avins V. Rutgers, 385 F.2d 151 (3d Cir. 1967), cert, den., 390 US 920 (1968) 

Joyner v. Whiting, 477 F.2d 456 (4tii Cir. 1973) 

Papish v. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri, 410 U.S. 667 (1973) 

Thonen v. Jenkins, 491 F.2d 722, (4tii Cir. 1973), 517 F.2d 2 (4tii Cir. 1975). 

Bazaar v. Fortune, 476 F.2d. 570, 489 F.2d. 225 (5tii Cir. 1973), aff'd, 489 F.2d 225 (5tii 
Cir. 1973); cert den., 414 U.S. 995 (1974) 

New Times, Inc. v. Arizona Board of Regents, 519 P.2d 169 (Ariz. 1974) 

Veed V. Schwartzkopf, 353 F.Supp. 149, (D. Neb. 1973), aff'd, 475 F.2d 1407 (8tii Cir. 
1973), 94 S. Ct. 878, 414 U.S. 1134, (1974) 

Schiff V. Williams, 519 F.2d 257 (5tii Cir. 1975) 

Arrington v. Taylor, 380 F.Supp 1348 (M.D. N.C. 1974), aff'd, 526 F.2d. 587 (4tii Cir. 
1975), cert, den., 424 U.S. 913 (1976). 

Mississippi Gay Alliance v. Goudelock, 536 F.2d 1073 (5tii Cir. 1976), cert den., 430 U.S. 
982 (1977) 

Kania v. Fordham, 702 F.2d 475 (4tii Cir. 1983) 

Stanley v. Magrath, 719 F.2d 279 (8tii Cir. 1983) 

Sinn v. Daily Nebraskan, 638 F.Supp 143 (D. Neb. 1986), aff'd., 829 F.2d 662 (8tii Cir. 
1987). 

Walko V. Kean College of New Jersey, 561 A.2d 680 (N.J. 1988) 

Dartmouth Review v. Dartmouth College, 732 FSupp. 32. (D.N.H. 1989), 889 F.2d 13 (1st 
Cir. 1989) 

Hays County Guardian v. Supple, 969 F2d 111, (5th Cir. 1992) 

Comments: 
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U8t#2 

Cases having an impact on college student press: 

S"™"'"^ ^'"^ "' ^^^ ""^ ̂ ^^^"^ °^ ^^°^ '^^''^ University, 317 F.Supp. 688 (N.D. Texas 

Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F.Supp. 1329 (D. Mass. 1970) 

Lee V. Board of Regents of State Colleges, 306 F.Supp. 1097 (W.D. Wis. 1969), affd 441 
F.2d 1257 (7tii Cir. 1971) HH v ^. lyoy), ^n a ^i 

Trujillo V. Love, 322 F.Supp. 1266 (D. Colo. 1971) 

Panarella v. Birenbaum, 327 N.Y.S. 2d 755 (1971), affd, 342 N.Y.S. 3d 333 (1973) 

Brubaker v. Moelchert, 405 F.Supp. 837 (W.D. North Carolina 1975) 

Bilney v. Evening Star Newspaper Co., 406 A.2d 653 (7tii Cir. 1977). 

Hickman v. Board of Regents of University of Texas, 552 S.W.2d 616 (Texas Civ. Ap.-
Austin, 1977) 

Madison v. Yunker, 589 P.2d 126. (Mont. 1978). 

Olson V. State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education, 652 P.2d 1087, 
(Colo. Ap. Div. ffl, 1982); 687 P.2d 429. (Colo. 1984). 

Solid Rock Foundation v. Ohio State University, 478 F.Supp. 96 (S.D. Ohio, E.D., 1979). 

Mazart v. State, 441 N.Y.S.2d 600 (Court of Claims of New York, 1981). 

Mi7/iner v. Turner, 436 So. 2d 1300,1301 (La. App. Ct. 4tii Ct. 1983). 

State ex rel. Newsome v. Alarid, 568 P. 2d 1236. (Supreme Court of New Mexico. 1977). 

Texas Review Society v. Cunningham, No. A-86-7115 (W.D. Tex. April 3,1987). 

Lueth V. St. Clair Community College, 732 FSupp 1410 (E.D. Mich, S.D. 1990). 

Bauer v. Kincaid, No. 90-3027-CV-S-4 (W.D. Mo, 1991). 

Comments: 
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U8t#3 

High school court cases having an impact on college student press: 

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 713 U.S. 503 (1%9). 

Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier, 108 S. Ct.562 (1988). 

Comments or questions regarding cases listed or dissertation topic in general: 

uate . 
.. 1 u 1 «^ no«taae enclosed and return by March 1. Thank you lor 

your assistance 
dissertation. 
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APPENDIX B 

UNITED STATES COURT CASES: COLLEGE PRESS, 

HIGH SCHOOL PRESS AND COMMERCIAL PRESS 

College Press Court Cases: 

^ ^ 2 ? ^ " "• J^ '̂̂ '̂ ^^PZ-^^PP 1348 (M.D. N.C. 1974) aff'd., 526 F.2d. 587 (4tii Cir. 
1975), cert den.,424 U.S. 913 (1976). 

Avins V. Rutgers, 385 F.2d 151 (3d Cir. 1967) cert, den., 390 US 920 (1968). 

Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F. Supp. 1329 (D. Mass 1970). 

Bazaar v. Fortune, 476 F.2d. 570, 489 F.2d 225 (5tii Cir. 1973) aff'd, 489 F.2d. 225 (5tii 
Cir. 1973), cert, den., 416 U.S. 995 (1974). 

Bauer v. Kincaid, No. 90-3027-CV-S-4. (W.D. Mo. 1991). 

Bilney v. Evening Star Newspaper Co., 406 A.2d 653 (7th Cir. 1977). 

Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University v. Lewark, 281 So.2d 706 (La. 1973). 

Brooks V. Stone, 317 S.E.2d 277. (Georgia Court of Appeals, 1984). 

Brubaker v. Moelchert, 405 F.Supp. 837 (W.D. North Carolina 1975). 

Campus Communications, Inc. v. Department of Revenue, State of Florida, 473 So. 2d 
1290. (Supreme Court of Florida, 1985). 

Campus Communications, Inc. v. Freedman, 374 So.2d 1169. (District Court of Appeal of 
Horida, First Distiict, 1979). 

Channning Club v. Board of Regents of Texas Tech University, 317 F. Supp. 688 (N.D. 
Texas 1970). 

Dartmouth Review v. Dartmouth College, 709 F.Supp. 32. (D. N.H. 1989); 889 F.2d 13. 
(1st Cir. 1989). 

Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Education, 273 F. Supp. 613 (M.D. Ala. 1967); dismissed 
as moot sub. nom Troy State University, 402 F.2d 515 (5tii Cir. 1968). 

Epstein v. Board of Trustees ofDowling College, 543 N.Y.S.2d 691. (Supreme Court Appel
late Division, Second Department, 1989). 
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